
                           
              
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES  Regular meeting  13 October 2015 
 Business Arising from Minutes 
 
3. OPENING REMARKS OF COUNCIL 
 Remembrance Day at the QPlex (seated by 10:30 a.m.) 
 KV Santa Claus Parade (6 p.m. at KVHS) 

 
3.1 Declaration of Conflict of Interest 

 
4. DELEGATIONS (see item 9.1) 
 4.1  Cherry Brook Zoo    Lynda Collrin  
 4.2  Saint John Theatre Company   Stephen Tobias  
 4.3  Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John  Roxanne Fairweather, Chair 
      Suzanne LeBlanc-Healy (ASD-South) 
5. CORRESPONDENCE FOR ACTION 
5.1 20 October 2015  Letter from Kennebecasis Crime Stoppers RE: Financial Request 
Refer to Finance Committee 
5.2 29 October 2015  Email from resident RE: Request for runner signage in bike lanes 
Refer to the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee 
5.3 15 October 2015  Kennebecasis Public Library 2016 Budget 
Refer to Finance Committee 
5.4    19 October 2015   Kennebecasis Regional Joint Board of Police Commissioners 2016  
                                                Budget 
Refer to Finance Committee 
5.5 21 October 2015   Kennebecasis Valley Fire Department Inc. (KVFD) Capital Budget  

       2016 
  21 October 2015   KVFD Operating Budget 2016 
Refer to Finance Committee 
5.6  15 October 2015   Email from resident RE: Robinson Street Flooding with attachments 
Refer to the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee 
5.7 29 October 2015   Letter from Gorman Nason Lawyers RE: Church Avenue Flooding   

                                       with attached email from DO McLean RE: Rothesay Common         
                                       Upgrade Project 

Refer to Staff for a Report 
5.8 2 November 2015  Letter from resident RE: Kaitlyn Street Flooding 
Refer to the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee 
5.9 3 November 2015  Letter from Mrs. Sandra Shea RE: Millennium Drive Land 
Refer to the Planning Advisory Committee 
5.10 4 November 2015  Letter from resident RE: Drainage issue on Elizabeth Parkway 
Refer to the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee 

ROTHESAY 
COUNCIL MEETING 
Rothesay Town Hall 

Monday, November 9, 2015 
7:00 pm 
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ROTHESAY 
Regular Council Meeting 
Agenda -2- 9 November 2015 
 
6. CORRESPONDENCE - FOR INFORMATION 
6.1 13 October 2015 Letter from Mayor Grace Losier RE: Regional Facilities Commission 

Budget 
6.2 21 October 2015 Letter from Mayor Bishop to Rodney Weston RE: Sincere Thanks 
6.3 28 October 2015 Letter from Mayor Bishop to Wayne Long RE: Congratulations   
6.4 2 November 2015 Letter from Mayor Grace Losier RE: Canada Games Aquatic Centre 

2016 Budget Approval 
 2 November 2015 Letter from Mayor Grace Losier RE: Saint John Arts Centre 2016 

Budget Approval 
 2 November 2015 Letter from Mayor Grace Losier RE: Imperial Theatre 2016 Budget 

Approval 
 2 November 2015 Letter from Mayor Grace Losier RE: Harbour Station 2016 Budget 

Approval 
 2 November 2015 Letter from Mayor Grace Losier RE: Saint John Trade and Convention 

Centre 2016 Budget Approval 
7. REPORTS 
7.0 November 2015   Report from Closed Session 
 Council Remuneration  

7.1 16 September 2015  Kennebecasis Public Library (KPL) Board meeting minutes 
  September 2015   KPL Librarian’s Report 
  30 September 2015  KPL Comparative Income Statement 
7.2 1 October 2015   RCMP Annual Report Letter (Full Report Available in Town Hall) 
7.3 30 September 2015       Kennebecasis Regional Joint Board of Police Commissioners            
                                     (KRJBPC) Board Meeting Minutes 
  30 September 2015  Statement of Financial Position 
7.4 30 September 2015  Draft unaudited Rothesay General Fund Financial Statements 
 30 September 2015 Draft unaudited Rothesay Utility Fund Financial Statements 
 28 October 2015  Draft Finance Committee Meeting Minutes 
7.5 20 October 2015  Draft Parks and Recreation Committee Meeting Minutes 
7.6 21 October 2015  Draft Public Works and Infrastructure Meeting Minutes 
7.7 21 October 2015  Draft Utilities Committee Meeting Minutes 
7.8 21 October 2015  Draft Heritage Preservation Review Board Meeting Minutes 
7.9 2 November 2015 Draft Planning Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
  Gibbon Road Subdivision 
  Public Hearing for 47 Clark Road 

7.10 October 2015  Monthly Building Permit Report 
7.11 5 November 2015 Capital Projects Summary 
7.12 1 October 2015  Letter from Bill Fraser, Minister – Tourism, Heritage and Culture     

                                       and Jason Thorne, President – Recreation New Brunswick 
 1 October 2015  A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015, Pathways to Wellbeing  
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ROTHESAY 
Regular Council Meeting 
Agenda -3- 9 November 2015 
 
8. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
        
TABLED ITEMS 
8.1 Traffic By-law 1-14 (Tabled June 2014) 
No action at this time 
 
8.2 Water By-law (Tabled June 2015) 
No action at this time 
        
9. NEW BUSINESS 
9.1 BUSINESS ARISING FROM DELEGATIONS 
 
9.1.1 Cherry Brook Zoo    
 13 October 2015  2016 Budget Request 
Refer to Finance Committee 
 
9.1.2 Saint John Theatre Company   
 27 October 2015 Grant Application/Presentation 
Refer to Finance Committee 
 
9.1.3 Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John  
 15 October 2015 Update/Presentation 
 
ADMINISTRATION 
9.2 Town Hall Renovations 
 6 November 2015 Memorandum from Town Manger Jarvie 
 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
9.3 Secondary Planning 
 4 November 2015 Information Report from DPDS White 
 
OPERATIONS 
9.4 Changing Climate/Infrastructure 
 4 November 2015 Memorandum from Councillor Alexander  
 
9.5 Microseal Programs – Chatwin Street  
 4 November 2015 Email from Councillor Lewis RE: Chatwin Street with attachments 
 
9.6 2016 Asphalt Resurfacing and Microseal Placement Programs – Engineering  
 3 November 2015 Information Report from DO McLean 
 
9.7 Active Transportation/Transportation Study Update 
 3 November 2015 Information Report from DO McLean 
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ROTHESAY 
Regular Council Meeting 
Agenda -4- 9 November 2015 
 
RECREATION 
9.8 Renovations to the Building at Arthur Miller Fields 
 3 November 2015 Information Report from DO McLean 
 
10.  NEXT MEETING 
 Regular meeting Monday, December 14, 2015 
 
11. ADJOURNMENT 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:   
Sent: October-29-15 10:42 AM 
To: Rothesay Info 
Subject: Bike Lane Isue 
 
Dear Mayor Bishop and Council, 
 
I am writing to you in frustration regarding an issue that has progressively become worse in the past two 
years. 
 
I am an avid runner who uses the bicycle lanes that have been painted on the Rothesay roads.  I use this 
lane because I had a serious accident several years ago and I have two rods in my back. The tar surface is 
much easier than the cement sidewalks, and the fact that I can run today helps to keep me healthy and 
mobile. 
 
There is not one occasion (and I run five times a week) in which I do not get harassed for being in the 
bike lane. Cars have intentionally swerved toward me, fists have been thrown in the air indicating I 
should move off the lane, and some cyclists have yelled at me as they have passed, telling me that this is 
their lane only.  Please note that when an oncoming cyclist is approaching me, I make sure to move over 
to the side to insure adequate passing space. Also, I run in the opposite direction of cars so I see them as 
they approach. 
 
I have discussed my rights with a lawyer, checked the motor vehicle act and looked at town bylaws.  
Also, police pass me regularly and I have never been stopped. 
 
Could you please consider placing a painted drawing of a runner symbol in the bicycle lanes, much like 
the existing bike symbols.  I think this would inform individuals that my (and other runners) presence is 
legal and might reduce the harassment, if not eliminate it totally.  I notice that Quispamsis has signs on 
their streets that have not only a cycling wheel on it but also a running shoe. 
 
I am a responsible citizen who loves my neighbourhood and appreciates that I live in an area where 
exercise is promoted and families are free to enjoy all the benefits of living in this community. 
 
I hope that you may address this issue and resolve it in a manner that is suitable to those of us who 
want to continue running safely in our town.  I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Respectfully, 
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www.kvlibrary.org   You Belong Here… 

 

 

 
October 15, 2015 

 
William J. Bishop, Mayor     
Town of Rothesay 
70 Hampton Road 
Rothesay, N.B. 
E2E 5L5 
 
Mayor Bishop and Councilors:    
 
Re:  The Kennebecasis Public Library 2016 Budget 
 
The Board of Trustees of the Kennebecasis Public Library (the Board) respectfully submits its 2016 proposed 
operating budget, which you will find also attached to this e-mail.   
 
The  Board delivered the requested 0% increase for the 2015 budget submission. The 2015 actuals in several 
budget lines have come in significantly higher than what had been budgeted. The 2016 budget includes realized 
requirements for the significant increases in Grounds and Road Maintenance (+$4,077), Professional Services 
($+1,200), and Utilities ($+7,424). The Board has worked to reduce these costs as much as possible. From 
October 2014 to April 2015, the Board conducted an extensive investigation into the increased power 
consumption trend, which ultimately resulted in a $4,000 credit issued by NB Power. The Library’s existing 
janitorial contract is scheduled to expire January 31, 2016. The Board has issued an RFP for janitorial services in 
2016. The lowest bid received to date is 39% higher (+$8,000) than the existing budget. 
 
In April 2015 the Board mutually agreed to terminate its facility management service contract with the provider. 
Commencing in May 2015, the Board employed a facility manager. The overall cost of facility management 
services has remained constant with this new arrangement; the change is reflected in the 2016 budget in Facilities 
Management (-$22,620) and Wages (+$19,668). 
 
We will be attending the budget meeting on Monday, October 22nd to present our proposed budget to the Towns 
as per your request.    
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Daryl Steeves 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Kennebecasis Public Library 
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Description

2016 

Proposed 

Budget

2015 

Budget

Change vs 

2015 %

Change 

vs. 2015 

$ Note

Small Equipment and 
Furniture 6,300 5,900 7% 400

Building Maintenance 64,845 52,135 24% 12,710

39% increase for new 
janitorial contract (+ 
$8,000).

Grounds & Roads Mtce. 22,825 18,748 22% 4,077

Facilities Management 0 22,620 -22,620 Moved to Wages in 2016

Utilities 49,902 42,478 17% 7,424
Based on 2015 actual 
plus 3%.

Communications 8,520 6,506 31% 2,014
Insurance 6,800 6,750 1% 50

Wages 28,920 9,252 213% 19,668

Includes $22,620 for 
Facility Manager 
employee

Professional Services 9,200 8,000 15% 1,200 Based on 2015 actual.
Office Expenses 9,100 9,108 0% -8
Public Relations 3,000 3,000 0% 0
Programs 3,000 3,000 0% 0
Professional 
Development 2,000 2,000 0% 0
Miscellaneous Expense 2,700 2,700 0% 0

Total Operating Expenses 217,112 192,197 13% 24,915

Revenue -$3,300 -$5,000 Based on 2015 actual.
Deficit (Surplus) 2nd 

Previous Year -$138 -$2,997

Munincipal Fundings - 

Operations 213,674 184,200 16% 29,474

KENNEBECASIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

2016 Proposed Operating Budget Overview vs. 2015
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Begin forwarded message: 
From: "Scott Hatcher" <ScottHatcher@rothesay.ca> 
Date: 17 May, 2011 9:30:24 AM ADT 
To:  
Subject: RE: Robinson 

 

  

Please find the attached. To summarize the measurements with respect t to the threshold of the 
basement door: 

  

The invert of the culvert (bottom of the inlet) is 1.59 meters below the door.  

The top of the grate at the new Catch Basin placed last year is 0.11 meters (+/- 4 inches) below 
the door. 

The road is 0.33 meters ( +/- 1 foot) higher than the door. 

  

Regards, 

Scott 

  

  

If you require further information or need clarification, please contact the undersigned. 

  

Regards, 

  

  

S. M. Hatcher, P. Eng. 
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Director of Operations 

From:   
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 7:23 PM 
To: Scott Hatcher 
Subject: Robinson 

  

Scott ... were you able to have one of the staff take "readings" on Robinson as per our 
conversation? 

  

 

 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
From: Brett McLean [mailto:brettmclean@rothesay.ca]  
Sent: March-15-12 8:39 PM 
To:  John Jarvie 
Subject: Re: Culvert on Robinson 
 

Good Evening: 
 
An rfp went out to Genivar at the same time as all the others with an aim to have the ensuing proposal presented to 
Mayor and Council for approval at the March meeting; However the consultant didn't meet the deadline and I am 
still waiting on the proposal. I did meet with Genivar and highlighted the Robinson location and the potential for 
storage near Weeden as one of the items they need review. 
 
I will have a memo on the April agenda related to this study. 
 
Regards, 
Brett 
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Mayor and Councilors November 3, 2015

Town of Rothesay

Millennium Drive Development Proposal

My name is Sandra Shea and I am the owner of a narrow strip of land that is involved in the
development proposal. I am not a developer and happen to own this property as it has been in the
family for 90 years.

When the Town of Rothesay wanted to build Campbell Drive I turned over some land for the road. This
did not benefit me personally as it divided up the property with no access allowed off Campbell Drive. At
a later date I again gave land for Millennium Drive. We were told, at this time that commercial
development would be allowed. Our concern was that by these two roads being built, our property
assessment would be affected. This became true as the assessment went up 8 1/2 times in one year.
Through a long process we had this amount reduced although the end result was still almost double
what it was.

When we did get an inquiry, about 9 years ago, the public support for the project was overwhelming.
From the information from the Town of Rothesay the total written letters/emails were 524 in favor and
232 opposed, with 3 unclear. This represents 69 percent in favor and it was still turned down. For this
present proposal we are continually asked about this and the support is still very strong.

The Town of Rothesay commissioned a Company to make a report on the areas involved and it is my
understanding that this report was in favor of commercial development. The region Chamber of
Commerce also endorsed this and gave their support.

There were different suggestions made as to what could be done with this property and residential
became a financial burden. This is due to the fact that the property is too narrow and just one side of a
road could be used which would double the cost of the road and services. An engineer said that it
would be $300,000.00 to bring the sanitary sewer to the property. (This was a few years ago so now
probably more) There is also a charge that the Town of Rothesay wants if the land is developed.
($168,000.00)

I am a long time resident of this community and have supported the development of roads by turning
over land. By doing this I have been put into the position of paying a lot in taxes and not being able to
use the property.

The proposed buffer of 20 meters, (double the requirement) with mature growth is very generous and
is, in my opinion, the best solution to giving the local residents their privacy.

I am asking council to consider the proposal that is before them and was explained at the public hearing.

Sandra Shea

RECETV I)

NOV — 3 Z015

Robinson Street Rothesay
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GRAND BAY
WESTFIELD

October 13, 2015
P.O. Box 3001

Grand Bay-Westfield, NB

___________________

Canada E5K4V3Mary Jane Banks EC IE fiVE ID 1 T: 506-738-6400Town Clerk I F: 506-738-6424
Town of Rothesay OCT 16 2015 www.town.grandbay-westfied.nbx
70 Hampton Road
Rothesay, NB
E2E 5L5

SUBJECT: Regional Facilities Commission Budget

Dear Mary Jane:

A review of the legislation governing the Regional Facilities Commission provides for specific
dates regarding the delivery of budget information in regards to municipal contributions.
Section 10(3) of the Act requires the Commission to notify the Council of each participating
municipality as to the total municipal contribution and the contribution of each participating
municipality by October 15.

The Commission has meet on September 24 and October 7 to review the budget submissions.
The Commission is continuing their due diligence. The next available date for the members to
meet is October 27.

This letter is to notify each of the Councils that the budget information will be provided
following that meeting.

Regards,

/Mayo Grace Losier, Chair
Regional Facilities Commission

cc: Deputy Mayor Rinehart,
Councillor McAlary
Councillor Blair McDonald
Mayor Murray Driscoll
Deputy Mayor O’Hara (Alternate)
Cathy Graham
Sherry O’Connor

Explore our past / Explorez notre passé
Discover your future / Découvrez votre avenir

F-

Grand Bay-Westfield Quispamsis Rothesay St. Martins Saint lohn
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TOWN OF ROTHESAY 
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE    
       
October 28, 2015 
 
In attendance: 
Councillor Blair MacDonald, Chair  
Mayor Bill Bishop 
Deputy Mayor Nancy Grant  
Town Manager John Jarvie  
Treasurer Doug MacDonald 
Financial Officer Ellen K. Steeves   
 
The meeting was called to order at 1:04. The agenda was accepted as presented. The minutes of 
September 22, 2015 were edited as follows: Under Internal Controls Review, the first two lines 
were deleted and the following added:  

Chairman MacDonald stated that Council has a responsibility to ensure the adequacy of 
the Town’s internal controls. To fulfill this responsibility he feels an independent review 
should be carried out on the internal controls currently in place and pointed out that the 
mandate of the external audit is not to carry out such a review. 

 
The minutes were accepted as edited. 
 
September Financial Statements  
Treasurer MacDonald explained the Deferred Library amount. There was a brief discussion on 
renting of space in the Town hall. The recycling amount includes the full cost of the bins, but no 
collection charges as yet. There is still consulting work to be done on the town hall generator, but 
it should be installed this winter. The statements were accepted as presented. (NG/BB) 
 
Insurance Coverage 
Treasurer MacDonald met with our carrier, and instructed him to obtain quotes from other 
sources. He confirmed we have coverage of $25m general liability.  
 
Internal Control Review 
Treasurer MacDonald circulated a memo regarding this which included a recommendation to 
review the purchasing/payables system. After a brief discussion it was agreed to defer the 
recommendation pending further review by the committee, including whether the external 
auditor could complete the assignment. 
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HST Review 
The sample agreement included shows a settlement amount of 35%. Treasurer MacDonald said 
this was high and should be negotiated to a lower percentage. The review should also not include 
items we are aware of. It was agreed Treasurer MacDonald should negotiate this and bring 
forward to Council for agreement.  
 
Donations 
There was a brief discussion on the donations listed and it was agreed to include these in our 
budget review for Council. 
 
Budget Summary & Assumption Discussion 
Treasurer MacDonald reviewed the meeting they had with the Assessor’s office and the potential 
results. He stressed that this is an introductory document, meant for discussion purposes. He has 
not reviewed it with department heads, nor have they reviewed them with their committees. He 
reviewed the options: reducing Capital Through Operating/borrowing more, do less capital work, 
increasing the tax rate, or cutting operating costs. Debt costs are increasing on both General and 
Utilities. There was an extended discussion on this. The possible infrastructure program was 
discussion, whether it will be under the Gas Tax Fund or Build Canada or something different. It 
was agreed departments should aim at 3% maximum increase over the “normalized” outlook for 
2015.  
 
Next Meeting 
The next meeting is set for Nov. 17th, 9:00 a.m. in the Sayre Room. The meeting adjourned at 
3:09p.m.  
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ROTHESAY 
PARKS & RECREATION COMMITTEE 

MEETING MINUTES 
Tuesday, October 20th, 2015 

 
 
 
PRESENT: Councillor Miriam Wells, Chair 
  Councillor Bill McGuire 
  Tracy Langley 

Chip Smith 
  Pat Palmer, Vice Chair 

Jane MacEachern 
Brendan Kilfoil 
Maureen Desmond 
 
Director of Recreation Charles Jensen 
Facilities Coordinator Ryan Kincade 
Town Manager John Jarvie 

  Recording Secretary Bev Côté 
 
ABSENT: Susan Harley 

Jon LeHeup 
  

                                                                                                                                                        
The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. by Counc. Wells. 

1.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

MOVED by Counc. McGuire and seconded by Tracy Langley to approve the minutes of the 
September 22nd, 2015 meeting.  
               CARRIED. 
 
2.  APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

MOVED by Counc. McGuire and seconded by Chip Smith to approve the agenda as 
circulated with the change of moving 6.1 Pickleball Recreational League to  
Delegations 3.2. 
  

CARRIED. 
3. DELEGATIONS 

3.1 K-Park docks     email from Jeff Clark Sept 14th 

Residents Jeff Clark and Dick Daigle gave a brief presentation to the Committee.  The 
current docks were purchased by the ratepayers and over the years volunteers have been 
putting the docks in and out.  It has been the same residents volunteering their time and 
they would now like the town to take this over.  They noted that the docks are a shared 
asset with the town and are not solely used by K-Park residents.  Issues around the area 
are:  lane uneven (requires grading), trees overgrown, boat ramp is cracked, parking and 
vehicle turn around, and there is a drainage issue.  They are requesting the following: 
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ROTHESAY 
Parks & Recreation 
Minutes -2- Oct 20/15 
 
 
 
 

 Add angle iron to both dock footings to fasten dock 
 Add dock piles to improve stability 
 Repairs to the black dock as well as the newer metal one 
 Mow grass on a regular basis 

Although it is a community asset the K-Park ratepayers have asked for this same request 
in the past and residents did not want people outside of the park to use it.  If the town 
does take this on there will be signs and it will be advertised as a Rothesay Boat Dock.  It 
was suggested that they poll the neighbours to let them know that this area could 
potentially be open to the public.  The committee will look at the 2016 budget and check 
on the associated costs.  

3.2 Pickleball Recreational League   email from Counc. Wells 

Representatives of the Port City Pickleball Club, Beth Whalen and Pinnie Oulton, gave a 
brief presentation to the committee.  Pickelball is a fast growing sport with 2.6 million 
playing worldwide.  The requirements are a paddle and plastic ball.  The club, located on 
the west side, has approximately 60 members.  They are asking for support from the town 
in the purchase of 8 rackets, use of an indoor facility or sheltered outdoor area, net ($225 
x 2), balls ($30) and lines painted on outdoor tennis courts.  It was suggested that the 
club have someone work with the town to move the sport forward.  Wells Tennis Courts 
were suggested as they are in an area protected from the wind; lines could be painted or 
taped on the ends and would not interfere with the tennis court lines.  Staff would need to 
be on hand to hand out equipment, this could happen in the daytime as staff are there 
working with the playground program.  A brief discussion followed.  

 
4. REPORTS  

4.1 Rothesay Arena 2016 Budget 

Director Jensen noted that this budget is much the same as last years.  The new Zamboni 
was up and running last week. 

4.2 Park, Playgrounds, & Fields 2016 Budget 

Director Jensen noted that Trail Maintenance was up with the washouts on the Hillside 
Trail and costs for the new trail at Wells.  Safety training was also up to meet Provincial 
standards.  A new mower for the slopes at the retention pond and Arthur Miller Field as 
well as the Parks own snow plow were also added.  Question was asked as to where the 
request from the K-Park residents would go.  Director Jensen will check with Director of 
Operations McLean as to the drainage and grading issues and to source out prices for the 
next meeting. 

4.3 Recreation Department 2016 Budget 

It was noted that the town was not making a profit at the McGuire Centre and wondered if 
the rates should be increased.  Director Jensen mentioned that once the renovations were 
completed the price would go up.  Director Jensen will do a cost analysis and report back 
to the committee. 
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ROTHESAY 
Parks & Recreation 
Minutes -3- Oct 20/15 
 
 
 
 
4.4 2016 Operating Budget Increases and Capital Projects 

Capital Projects include: 

 McGuire Phase 3  
 Security cameras at Wells, McGuire Centre, Arena and Arthur Miller Fields 
 Arena lobby roof replacement  
 Paving the front entrance to the Wells field (traffic will be on the rise with the new 

trail, ball field and dog park)  
 Town Hall interior work, lobby area  

Director Jensen mentioned that Peter Allaby do another study on bike lanes within 
Rothesay, possibly having bike lane signs only and not lanes in some areas.   When roads 
are redone bike lanes can be added at that time.  Two other items tagged are repairs to 
the Bill McGuire Centre parking lot and what would be the best course of action to connect 
the trails at the highway with lights suggested as being the least expensive.  A brief 
discussion followed.  It was discussed to add to the budget the house for sale near the 
Hillside Trail, buy the house and remove it for added parking.  The area needs to be 
enhanced with a paved area.  Also discussed was the possibility of grooming the trail for 
Cross Country Skiing. 

5. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

5.1 Rothesay Common Update 

Director Jensen informed the committee there was a meeting last week, the pad is in the 
building, chiller will be installed soon and will be turned on mid-November, and sod has 
been laid around the playground.  The schedule remains for completion the end of 
November with an opening event in early December. 

5.2 Wells Park Project 

Director Jensen informed the committee that the project is moving along with the main 
bridge in but the boardwalk will not be paved until Spring.  There is some work remaining 
in the dog park and the Ball Field will be ready for the Fall of 2016. 

5.3 Multi-Purpose Facility 

Counc. Wells noted that a meeting is scheduled for November 7th with the Minister 
responsible for the RDC. 

5.4  Arthur Miller Field House Update 

Director Jensen along with DO McLean have received some quotes which are over budget, 
possibly delaying the project until next year. 

6. NEW BUSINESS 

6.1 Pickeball Recreation League   email from Counc. Wells 

Moved to Delegations 3.2 

7. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

 November 24th, 2015 
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ROTHESAY 
Parks & Recreation 
Minutes -4- Oct 20/15 
 
 
 
 
8. ADJOURNMENT OF MEETING 

MOVED by Counc. McGuire that the meeting be adjourned.   
CARRIED. 

 
The meeting adjourned at 7:50 p.m. 
 

 
 
             
Chairperson     Recording Secretary 
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         PUBLIC WORKS and INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE MEETING 
October 21, 2015 

Rothesay Town Hall – Sayre Room 
8:30 a.m. 

 
PRESENT:    COUNC. MATT ALEXANDER, CHAIRPERSON 

     COUNC. PETER LEWIS 
     SCOTT SMITH 
     RYAN SCOVILLE 
      
     TOWN MANAGER – JOHN JARVIE 
     DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS – BRETT McLEAN 
     RECORDING SECRETARY – LIZ POMEROY 
 

ABSENT:   RAHA MOSCA, VICE CHAIR 
 
Chairperson Alexander called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. 

 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA:  

Chairperson Alexander requested section 7 be moved ahead of section 5 on the agenda.  
 
MOVED  by S. Smith and seconded by Counc. Lewis to approve the agenda as amended.  

CARRIED. 
 

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
MOVED by S. Smith and seconded by Counc. Lewis to approve the Minutes of September 
23, 2015 as circulated. 

CARRIED. 
 

3. DELEGATIONS: 
N/A 

 
4. REPORTS & PRESENTATIONS: 
 N/A 
 
(Section 7 moved ahead of Section 5) 
7.    CORRESPONDENCE FOR ACTION: 
 7.1 1 October 2015  Letter from resident RE: Basement flood on Gondola Point Road 

Counc. Alexander explained the letter and noted there is an old pipe under the house that 
has not been disconnected. A suggestion to seal off the pipe during the work with Almon and 
Peters Lane was discussed. DO McLean advised an investigation via camera was attempted 
but unsuccessful as the old infrastructure would not allow it. DO McLean stated he will meet 
with the resident to see what can be done. The Committee agreed the issue will be 
discussed again at the next meeting.  

 
 7.2 1 October 2015  Letter from resident RE: Flood on Robinson Street 
   1 October 2015  Letter from resident RE: Flood on Robinson Street 

Counc. Alexander explained letters were received from a resident and father of the resident 
reporting flooding in a basement on Robinson Street after the heavy rainstorm of September 
30, 2015. The residents believe the development work done on Marr Road in 2012 has 
caused an excessive amount of water to be directed into the stream on the resident’s 
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property. There was a discussion on the work done on Marr Road The development plan 
was reviewed and approved (with changes) by DO McLean. DO McLean advised installing 
bigger pipes in the system would be very costly. There is concern about downstream 
capacity. DO McLean stated he is in conversation with the resident’s father and is looking 
into the size of the existing pipes on Robinson. 
 
A suggestion was made for an information campaign to be created to educate homeowners 
on flooding prevention methods. Recommendations included; backflow preventers, 
maintenance of properties, and assistance with clearing catch basins of blockages if near 
properties. Town Manager Jarvie suggested residents report when they experience a flood 
to create a database to determine patterns. He added the blockage on Campbell Drive which 
prevented water from reaching the Oakville Acres retention pond was an isolated incident. 
The blockage has since been cleared and solutions are being discussed. DO McLean 
advised the Committee crews were out working until the early hours in the morning and into 
the following week.   
 

 7.3 14 October 2015 Memorandum from Town Clerk Banks RE: Council Motion A/P Lane 
   4 October 2015  Letter from residents RE: Almon Lane and Peters Lane Project 

 DO McLean reported there will be another meeting with the residents to discuss a revised 
design. If the residents cannot be satisfied Council has moved to delay the project 
indefinitely.  

 
 7.4 14 October 2015 DO McLean Report WIB – Monaco 
   7 October 2015  Letter from resident RE: Flood and Sewer back-up on Monaco Drive 

 DO McLean suggested a letter be sent to the residents explaining the difference between 
stormwater flooding and sanitary sewer back-up, detailing the true mechanism of their 
basement flooding event on September 30 and recommending the installation of a backflow 
prevention device on their sanitary sewer lateral. The Committee agreed.  

 
 7.5 7 October 2015  Letter from resident RE: Maiden Lane and Goldie Court Flooding 

DO McLean reported he had not been able to investigate the issue thoroughly. Counc. Lewis 
advised he spoke to a resident on Goldie Court who stated it seemed as if there was a 
blockage in the drainage system. There was a discussion on the previous work in the area. 
DO McLean advised there was no storm work done during the 2013 reconstruction project. It 
was noted there is a lot of tree canopy and leaves could block the catch basins. Town 
Manager Jarvie stated there were reports of water coming in basements only to drain shortly 
after. Town Manager Jarvie added this could have been caused by the heavy rains and 
storm surge. DO McLean will investigate further into the matter and report back to the 
Committee.   
 

Counc. Alexander left the meeting at 9:15 a.m. 
 

 5.   UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 
5.1 Update on Capital Projects. 
DO McLean reported things are winding down and he will be meeting tomorrow with the 
asphalt contractor. Domville Lane has not been paved yet. He noted there are a few things 
that must be finished up. He added the Wells trail is moving along nicely, work is currently 
being done on the boardwalk. DO McLean advised paving of the trail is being held off until 
spring to allow the trail base to settle. Oakville Acres has been completed and with the project 
under budget DO McLean suggested the Committee recommend to Council in November to 
put walking paths in. 
 
5.2 Update on RA-5 crosswalks. 
DO McLean stated there are few suppliers in Canada and the Town’s supplier does not 
create inventory, the poles are made when the purchase order is received. There was a brief 
discussion of canceling the contract. DO McLean all other materials have been received. 
Town Manager Jarvie added there was a similar situation with the installation in front of the 
fire station. Counc. Lewis inquired if any preparations for the installation can be done in the 
meantime. DO McLean advised the electronic equipment has been received and the bases 
could be installed now. A brief discussion on the planned crosswalk on River Road followed. 
DO McLean stated he will speak with the owner and the tenant occupying the house near the 
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crosswalk to discuss potential noise concerns. It is mandatory the crosswalk have audio 
signals for the visually impaired. It was suggested a standard audio level be maintained 
during the day and reduced slightly in the evenings. DO McLean stated there had been some 
requests for a crosswalk near the Arthur Miller field. With such close proximity to the 
Rothesay high school and Rothesay Road crosswalks there is concern of backing up traffic 
significantly on both Hampton Road and Rothesay Road.  Town Manager Jarvie suggested 
the Town start a conversation with the City of Saint John regarding the possibility of a 
crosswalk near Kennebecasis Park. There was a discussion on the potential for traffic back-
up on Rothesay Road which could result in individuals rerouting to the highway.   
 
5.3 Update on solid waste 
 Tonnage report 

 
Town Manager Jarvie reported next week is the final week for the blue bins in the Rothesay 
High School parking lot. Individuals not involved in the curbside recycling program will have 
to take their recycling into the City of Saint John. Town Manager Jarvie directed the 
Committee’s attention to the Garbage and Recycling Tonnage Report which states 13 metric 
tons of recycling was collected last week. The report showed a steady participation in the 
program. The winter weather raises some concerns and some individuals have requested 
another lid. Town Manager Jarvie noted additional lids would require a shipping cost. Other 
discussion highlights involved: the weight of the filled recycling bins as a barrier and creating 
a conversation with Fundy region solid waste to host another recycling depot. Town Manager 
Jarvie stated as a cost saving measure Fundy Region Solid Waste is not interested in 
continuing the depot. A brief discussion of potential depot locations and the addition of 
wheels to the bins took place. DO McLean stated individuals seem to be embracing the 
program as the compost amount measured approximately half of the weight of the garbage.   

 
5.4  Update on financial analysis re: adding RNS to garbage collection 
 14 October 2015  DO McLean Report on RNS Curbside Recycling Collection 

DO McLean reported Fero is obligated under their contract to provide solid 
waste/compost/recyclable collection service to these 10 residences for the same unit rate as 
other residences in Rothesay if the Town desires them to do so; however staff believe it 
would be an unfair waiving of solid waste/compost/recyclable collection policy to provide this 
service to these institutionally zoned residences on the RNS campus. The properties do not 
generate sufficient revenue to allow the Town to provide similar services as are provided to 
other residential properties in Rothesay. DO McLean continued to note if the Town begins to 
provide the services to the RNS institutionally zoned residences it may be expected to 
provide the same services to other commercial, industrial, institutional or multi-residential 
zoned properties. A brief discussion on the property assessment process followed. Concerns 
were expressed relating to the maintenance of the road and the weight of the garbage 
trucks. The following options were noted; the residences collective recycling being taken to a 
common pick up site and petitioning RNS’s private garbage service to include recycling. 
Town Manager Jarvie suggested the matter be looked into further for possible solutions. 

 
5.5 Update on intersection at Lyman Drive & Donlyn Drive. 
DO McLean reported Council approved and a three-way stop has been installed at the 
intersection of Lyman Drive and Donlyn Drive. DO McLean suggested in the future the Town 
seek Police advice regarding speeding history in areas when requests from residents for the 
stop signs are received. The Committee agreed.  

 
5.6 Update on drainage issue on Robinson Street (see item 7.2) 
 
5.7 Update on intersection at Rothesay Elementary School driveway and Eriskay Drive. 
DO McLean advised a sign has been put up and a crosswalk has been painted. DO McLean 
added he is in the process of scheduling a meeting with school staff. It is an ongoing issue 
and interested individuals seem happy with the work so far.  
 
5.8  Update on the intersection of Jones/Vincent Road 
 14 October 2015  DO McLean Report on Jones/Vincent Road intersection including                       

graphic 
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DO McLean directed the Committees attention to the proposed solution which involves re-
aligning the intersections of Jones/Milne/Vincent. He added it is a costly solution which 
would require two property acquisitions however, with the amount of accidents and potential 
for accidents, realignment is the best course of action. The Committee discussed the 
following other options; increased signage in the area; increased visibility through opening 
the right hand turn; creation of speed bumps or a rumble strip; and putting in traffic lights at 
the intersection. DO McLean responded with the following comments; with increased 
signage the distance between signs would be too short; there is too much of a grade and 
removing the trees would not provide great visibility; as with signage the distance is too short 
to put speed bumps in, and there are noise concerns with rumble strips; traffic lights may be 
a viable option if accompanied with a “no right turn on red light” sign. Town Manager Jarvie 
stated the amount of traffic on Gondola Point Road is not likely to change. Counc. Lewis 
suggested an initial action of placing a counter to record the amount of traffic during peak 
hours. DO McLean added the counter will provide the number of cars as well as their speed. 
The Committee agreed a counter will be placed at the intersection and the findings will be 
discussed at the next Public Works Committee meeting. 
 

6.  NEW BUSINESS: 
 6.1 Discussion on flooding events occurring September 30, 2015 
 (see item 7.2) 
  
6.2 Capital Projects 2016 

Town Manager Jarvie advised a draft budget will be created in November. There was a brief 
discussion regarding the Almon and Peters Lane, the issue will be discussed in the next 
Committee meeting. Town Manager Jarvie explained the designated roads project in which 
the province requested a five year plan from the Town. There will be a new approach 
including 25 million annually for three years. Municipality contributions will be 25%. Town 
Manager Jarvie will resubmit the proposal with suggestions to include coverage for curbside 
and gutter work.  
 

 
8. CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION: 
 N/A 
9. DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 
 The next meeting will be November 18, 2015 
 
10. ADJOURNMENT 
 MOVED by Counc. Lewis and seconded by R. Scoville to adjourn the meeting.  

CARRIED. 
The meeting adjourned at 10:30 a.m. 
 
 
 
Chairperson Recording Secretary 
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           Utilities Committee Meeting 
October 21, 2015 

Rothesay Town Hall – Sayre Room 
5:30 p.m. 

 
PRESENT: COUNC. MATT ALEXANDER, CHAIRPERSON 
  DR. BRIAN CRAIG 
  BLAINE JUSTASON 
  PAUL BOUDREAU 
 
  DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS – BRETT McLEAN 
  TOWN MANAGER – JOHN JARVIE 
  RECORDING SECRETARY – LIZ POMEROY  
 
ABSENT: STEPHEN WAYCOTT 
 
Chairperson Alexander called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.  

 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA  

MOVED  by B. Craig and seconded by P. Boudreau the agenda be approved as 
circulated.  
 

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:  
MOVED by P. Boudreau and seconded by B. Justason to approve the minutes of 
September 23, 2015 as circulated. 

 
3. DELEGATIONS: 
 N/A 
 
4.  REPORTS & PRESENTATION: 

 N/A 
 

 5.   UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 
 5.1 Update on water exploration. 
DO McLean reported good news from Carpenters Pond. The Department of 
Environment (Watershed and Wetland Sector) have approved the Town’s request to drill 
more wells in the Carpenter’s pond well field and potentially increase the daily water 
withdrawal limit. DO McLean stated he is in discussion with the province for a 
Watercourse and Wetland Alteration Application and that the watershed staff have 
agreed to expedite this process. No wells have been drilled at this point in time. DO 
McLean added he hopes the drilling process can begin in the next month.  
 

 5.2 Update on Wells Park. 
DO McLean reported Wells Park is almost complete. At the October 20, 2015 Parks and 
Recreation Committee meeting potential ski trail routes were mapped. There is concern 
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regarding additional trails triggering a need or desire for washroom facilities in the area. 
The Committee agreed to keep the item on the agenda for progress updates.   

 
 5.3 Update on Water By-Law. 
DO McLean reported a meeting has not been scheduled with the apartment building 
owners at this point in time.  
 

 5.4 Update on operational issues at Hillside Storage Tank. 
DO McLean advised the parts have not arrived to repair the damaged mixing system and 
he is in contact with the supplier. The supplier suggested with the extreme cold weather 
during the winter, significant draw down in the tank could have caused the ice layer to 
fall and cause damage to the piping. Once the tank is drained, the new piping will be 
lowered to ensure sufficient distance from the normal top of the water level. B. Craig 
suggested heating the tank. DO McLean advised heating the tank would encourage 
bacteria to grow. He added the repair work will take approximately a week. The 
McLaughlin tank is fully operational in the meantime.  
 

 5.5 Update on Capital Program. 
DO McLean reported everything is tidied up with the exception of James Renforth Drive. 
Problems occurred when some contaminated soils were discovered. DO McLean noted 
the following work is in progress; asphalt, water connection to the building; and 
decorative work. A timeline has been scheduled for a week to ten days for clean-up and 
then a week for restoration. There was a brief discussion regarding a residential water 
connection issue relating to property boundaries.  

 
 5.6 Update on sewer back-up on Wiljac Street  

 14 October 2015 DO McLean Report on Sewer back-up on Wiljac Street 
Counc. Alexander stated the report should be redacted. DO McLean gave a brief 
background of the report. It was concluded that all four sewer back-ups were caused by 
the same root mass along the lateral, which the resident refused to remove. Impartial 
professionals reported the root mass was on the resident’s lateral between 6 and 10 feet 
away which was confirmed through video footage provided by the resident. Both the 
2002 and 2015 sewer by-law adopted by Council state a clause whereby responsibility 
for the sanitary sewer lateral from the residence to the point of connection with the 
mainline sewer lies with the homeowner. DO McLean reported the Town did extend a 
service connection from the larger sewer main on Wiljac Street to the property line in 
2015 which provided a clear and unobstructed location for the property owner to connect 
a new lateral. The Town incurred a cost of $7,000 to install the service “drop” to the 
property. The resident has requested compensation for the sewer lateral flushing during 
the back-up events. It was recommended the homeowner be advised in writing as per 
clause 4.1.5 of the By-Law and 1-15, their request for compensation has been denied.  
 
MOVED by B. Craig and seconded by P. Boudreau the homeowner be advised in writing 
as per clause 4.1.5 of Rothesay By-Law 1-15 Sewage By-Law, their request for 
compensation for additional sewer lateral flushing has been denied. 

CARRIED. 
 

 5.7 Update on connection rate for Rothesay Road resident  
The resident contacted the Town to inquire about the residential connection fee and 
stated he would come in to pay.  
  

6.  NEW BUSINESS: 
 6.1 Discussion on sanitary sewer back-ups occurring September 30, 2015 
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Counc. Alexander reported this was discussed in the Public Works and Infrastructure 
Committee meeting earlier in the day. He summarized; intense rain storms will increase 
in strength and frequency; climate change is currently happening; and an information 
campaign should be put into effect to help citizens prevent back-ups and other issues 
occurring during storms. Initial suggestions to include in the information campaign 
followed; installation of backflow preventers; cleaning or reporting of blockages in catch 
basins if near personal property; and other property maintenance tips to prevent 
potential problems. There was a lengthy discussion on the areas where flooding was 
reported after the September 30th storm. Town Manager Jarvie noted not all individuals 
contact the Town when problems occur, some call local businesses or other 
organizations to fix the issues. He suggested requesting individuals report the problems 
in order to create a map to identify patterns. A brief discussion ensued.  
 
P. Boudreau inquired about the level of water in the Oakville Acres detention pond 
during the storm. DO McLean advised the levels were slightly below capacity. The pond 
was designed to the volume of approximately the 1/75 year storm, whereas September 
30th has been classified as a 1/50 year storm.   
 
 6.2 Capital Projects 2016 
DO McLean reported a draft budget will be prepared for the next Committee meeting. 
There was a brief discussion on projects in the works for next year. DO McLean gave a 
brief background on the Almon and Peters Lane project and advised the water main 
there is only four inches in diameter and made of cast iron which can contribute to 
contamination in other areas.  It is also determined a four inch pipe does not allow for 
adequate fire flow. Counc. Alexander described his meeting with the residents to discuss 
viable options. Council agreed another meeting will be held and if there is no resolution 
the project will be delayed indefinitely. DO McLean reported a design has been tailored 
with the interests of both parties in mind and will be discussed with the residents. 
 

7.    CORRESPONDENCE FOR ACTION: 
 N/A 
 
8. CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION: 
 N/A 
  
9. DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 
 The next meeting will be November 18, 2015. 
 
10. ADJOURNMENT 
MOVED by P. Boudreau and seconded by B. Craig to adjourn the meeting.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 6:30 p.m. 
 
 
 
Chairperson Recording Secretary 
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Heritage Preservation Review Board 
Wednesday, October 21st, 2015 Rothesay 
Town Hall – Common Room 7:00 p.m. 

 
PRESENT: COUNC. MIRIAM WELLS 
  JIM BAIRD, VICE CHAIR  

RANDOLPH GIFFIN  
  J.P. FOISY 
  GREG MURDOCK 
  LORRAINE FORBES 
  HOWARD PEARN 
   

DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES – BRIAN WHITE 
RECORDING SECRETARY – LIZ POMEROY 

 
ABSENT:  MICHAEL WENNBERG, CHAIRPERSON 
Vice Chairperson Baird called the meeting to order at 7 p.m. 
 

1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA: 
 MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by G. Murdock approve the agenda as circulated 
with the following additions: 

 1.1 Appointment of Liz Pomeroy as Recording Secretary 
 5.1 St. Paul’s Anglican Church 

CARRIED. 
 

1.1 Appointment of Liz Pomeroy as Recording Secretary 
MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by J.P. Foisy to appoint Liz Pomeroy as Recording 
Secretary. 

CARRIED. 
 

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
2.1 Regular meeting of July 29, 2015 

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by H. Pearn the Minutes of July 29, 2015 be 
adopted as circulated. 

CARRIED. 
 

3. REPORTS: None 
 

4. NEW BUSINESS: 
4.1 Heritage Permit – 2 Hampton Road PID # 00255992 

 
DPDS White welcomed David Forgie to the meeting. DPDS White explained on Wednesday, June 
17th, 2015 the Heritage Preservation Review Board issued a Heritage Permit for expansion to an 
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existing two story commercial building located at 2 Hampton Road PID#00255992 in general 
conformance with Plans SP1, S1, A1-A5 in their entirety dated June 17th, 2015 along with the 
following conditions: 

 
a.) Siding be replaced on existing structures with traditional clapboard profile Fraser wood siding 

subject to Board review and approval; 
 

b.) Colour of all siding shall be contrasting grey to white window trim, corner boards, and decorative 
soffit brackets subject to Board review and approval; 
 

c.) Windows shall be wood (Norwood) matching general dimensions, appearance and configuration 
as shown on the plans; 
 

d.) Black asphalt shingles on the lower roof and main roofing materials to be reviewed and subject 
to approval by the Board. 
 

e.) Proposed front entrance stairs and wheelchair ramp and railings subject to Board review and 
approval. 
 

f.) South facing elevation second storey windows subject to approval by the Development Officer. 
 

He noted the applicant Dr. David Forgie, requested that the Board review the siding colour, 
materials, roof shingles, and decorative soffit brackets. 
 

DPDS White displayed current photos of the construction site as well as photos from work during the 
summer months. He directed the Committee’s attention to the materials present including brackets 
from the original building to use as templates. H. Pearn inquired if the materials on the existing 
building were to be replaced. Dr. Forgie advised the materials used for the new building will also be 
used to replace the materials on the existing building. A brief discussion on the materials followed. 
Vice Chair Baird asked Dr. Forgie if he had anything to add. Dr. Forgie stated he preferred the darker 
slate to the smoke blue but would leave the decision to the Committee. L. Forbes advised darker 
colours can make a building look smaller but more substantial. J.P. Foisy inquired about other colours 
of buildings in the Heritage district. DPDS White noted there are no colours in the area that match the 
materials present. A brief discussion of the Heritage district with respect to colours followed noting; 
distance between other heritage buildings; and examples were provided including the Crosby building. 
Vice Chair Baird addressed the variety of opinions within the Committee. G. Murdock moved to 
approve staff’s recommendation.  
 
MOVED by G. Murdock and seconded by H. Pearn the Heritage Preservation Review Board amend the 
existing Heritage Certificate for a rear addition to an existing two storey commercial building located at 
2 Hampton Road PID #00255992 in conformance with the following conditions: 

a) The building be clad in evolution series, 1x6 shiplap Fraser Wood Siding smoke blue in 
colour with contrasting white window trim, corner boards, and doors 

b) The decorative wooden soffit brackets shall be painted white and match the 
general dimensions, appearance and configuration the original brackets; 

c) Black / dark grey 3 tab asphalt shingles covering the lower porch roof section as well as the 
main roof. 

CARRIED. 
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5. OLD BUSINESS:

G. Murdock declared a conflict of interest with respect to item 5.1 and excused himself to present on 
behalf of St. Paul’s Anglican Church.  

5.1 St. Paul’s Anglican Church 6 Church Avenue 

DPDS White acknowledged the request for St. Paul’s Anglican Church came in on Wednesday of last 
week. However, he was unable include it in the agenda as he was away from the office Thursday and 
Friday. Mr. Murdock thanked the Committee for the opportunity to present. He introduced a solution to 
prevent snow and rain from entering the church’s basement which involves building a new basement 
entry/exit roof. Mr. Murdock distributed copies of the application to the Committee. Highlights included 
- wood trim painted white; new 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” wood posts trimmed out to 5” x 5” painted white; reuse 
of the existing metal guardrail painted to match foundation; asphalt shingles to match existing; and 
swales for rainwater routing. The Committee commented on the following –gutters, walls, posts on 
existing foundation, water drip line, handrails and the existing light fixture. Mr. Murdock advised - no 
gutters or walls are needed; there will be a handrail; the posts will sit on the existing foundation wall; by 
digging down a bigger splash pad will be created for the water drip line; the existing light fixture will be 
kept; and a gravel strip will be put in front of the staircase. He noted his concern for time as winter is 
just around the corner.  

MOVED by H. Pearn and seconded by L. Forbes to issue a Heritage Permit for the addition of a 
covering over the external exit stairwell as detailed in the A1 and A2 plans with materials mentioned for 
6 Church Avenue (PID 30200406).  

CARRIED. 

6. CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION: None

7. DELEGATIONS: None

8. DATE OF NEXT MEETING:

The next meeting will be held November 18, 2015.

9. ADJOURNMENT

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by H. Pearn to adjourn the meeting.  
CARRIED. 

The meeting adjourned at 7:35 p.m. 

Chairperson Recording Secretary 
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ROTHESAY
PLANNING ADVISORY COMMITTEE

MEETING MINUTES
Monday, November 2, 2015

PRESENT: BILL KEAN, CHAIRPERSON
LAURIE GALE, VICE CHAIRPERSON
COUNC. PETER LEWIS
COUNC. MIRIAM WELLS
COLIN BOYNE
EWEN CAMERON
TRACY LANGLEY
CRAIG PINHEY

TOWN MANAGER JOHN JARVIE
DIRECTOR PLANNING/DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (DPDS) BRIAN WHITE
TOWN CLERK MARY JANE BANKS
RECORDING SECRETARY LIZ POMEROY

Chair Bill Kean called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.

1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Counc. Lewis the agenda be approved as 
circulated.

CARRIED.

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

MOVED by Laurie Gale and seconded by Tracy Langley the minutes of 1 June 2015 be 
adopted as circulated. 

CARRIED.
3. OLD BUSINESS

N/A

4. NEW BUSINESS

4.1 115 Campbell Drive - Temporary Use – Car Dealership Off-site Sales Event

DPDS White explained the application on behalf of Loch Lomond Mitsubishi is to operate
a 4 day offsite car dealership sales event at 115 Campbell Drive (PID 30222145). He 
noted the property is zoned General Commercial and permits “motor vehicle sales” as a 
conditional use, however the applicant is not requesting a permanent car dealership. 
Mitsubishi’s intention is to erect a tent 40 feet wide and 60 feet long and have a 
maximum of 50 cars on display. Advertising would consist of a banner, balloons and 
signage on individual cars, no additional signage is being requested. The target dates 
for the event are November 26th-28th. The tent would be set up the afternoon of the 
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26th and taken down on Sunday the 29th. DPDS White added the Superstore parking lot 
has ample parking to accommodate and the sales event is not expected to have any 
impact on available parking for the Superstore or Liquor Store. 

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Tracy Langley to grant permission to Loch 
Lomond Mitsubishi to erect a 40 feet wide and 60 feet long tent and display no more 
than 50 cars as a car dealership for a four day sales event at 115 Campbell Drive (PID 
30222145) as a temporary use. 

CARRIED.

4.2 59 Gibbon Road - 1Lot Subdivision (Variance & Cash in Lieu)

Mr. Estey attended the meeting. DPDS White summarized the application noting the 
following: Mr. Estey intends to subdivide 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688); the property 
does meet the requirements for a lot but there are some variances; and the 
municipality must be granted cash or land in lieu. 

DPDS White presented the following variances:

RIB Zone Lot Dimensions LOT 15-2
New Vacant Lot

LOT 15-1
59 Gibbon Road

Minimum Lot Area:           1350 m2 Proposed Lot Area  1287 m 2

Variance of 4.6%
Proposed Lot Area 1687 m2

Minimum Lot Frontage:    30 m Frontage 25.99 m
Variance of 13.36%

Frontage 30 m

Minimum Lot Depth:        45 m Side yard lengths
Greater than 54 m

Side yard lengths

Greater than 54 m

All other aspects comply with the requirements. Chairperson Kean asked Mr. Estey if he 
had anything to add. Mr. Estey thanked DPDS White, the Committee and the Town for 
the cooperation and suggested Town staff make a site visit to view the property. The 
Committee questioned if the neighbours had any concerns and which way the property 
will front. Mr. Estey stated the neighbours had no concerns and the property will likely 
front on Gibbon Road but nothing has been finalized. There was a brief discussion on 
the layout of the property. 

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Laurie Gale to grant variances for reduced 
frontage of 25.99 m and reduced lot area of 1287 m2 for the proposed vacant LOT 15-2
to be subdivided from 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688).

CARRIED.
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MOVED by Laurie Gale and seconded by Craig Pinhey to recommend that Council 
accept $1,389.96 as cash in lieu of LPP for the proposed vacant LOT 15-2 to be 
subdivided from 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688).

CARRIED.

4.3 Vacant Land off Appleby Drive (16 Lot Subdivision Approval)

Andrew McKay and Joe Bent of A.E. McKay Builders Ltd. were in attendance. DPDS 
White reported Mr. McKay’s application is to subdivide a portion of lands accessed off 
Appleby Drive to allow for 16 new single family home lots and a new public road 
connection to Higginson Avenue. DPDS White noted all the lots are quite large and 
meet all the requirements of the zoning by-law. Staff favor the proposal for connecting
two large unconnected subdivisions and the connection is largely critical to staff’s 
support of the proposal. DPDS White added staff have requested more information 
including: a traffic impact statement, details regarding how the subdivision will be 
serviced with water; assurance the easement will be extinguished in order to vest the 
public road; a proposal for Land for Public Purposes (LPP); polling notification; and 
reviews by the Police and Fire Departments. It was noted the information has been 
provided by Mr. McKay and is being processed.

MOVED by Counc. Lewis and seconded by Laurie Gale to table the application pending 
more information from the applicant.

CARRIED.

4.4 47 Clark Road (PID 30275234) – Micro-brewery Conditional Use / Similar 
or Compatible

Mr. Brodersen and Steve Russell were in attendance. DPDS presented the application.
Mr. Russell’s application is to operate a micro-brewery as a conditional use (licensed 
establishment) and as a similar or compatible use on 47 Clark Road identified as PID# 
30275234. DPDS White noted the property is zoned Central Commercial (CC) which 
permits retail businesses by right and licensed establishments as a conditional use. The 
Committee was informed Mr. Russell’s application is in a new building that is not yet 
constructed. DPDS White stated the following excerpts from the staff report:

- Mr. Russell’s application to operate a micro-brewery manufacturing facility with onsite 
retail sales requires that the Committee consider the conditional use as a licensed 
establishment.

- Since the micro-brewing facility is not specifically listed in the zoning by-law as a 
permitted use Staff are recommending the Committee consider whether or not the use 
is sufficiently similar or compatible with other permitted uses in the CC zone.

- Brodersen Realty Ltd. Intends to make a separate application for the development of 
a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road. 
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- Regulatory requirements are such that Mr. Russell requires several licenses as 
follows: New Brunswick Liquor Manufacturing License, New Brunswick Brewer’s Agency 
Store License (to sell for consumption off-site), and a New Brunswick Liquor 
Establishment License (special facility license for 25 persons or less for product tasting).

The Committee raised the following concerns: noise, smell, parking, venting and 
outside storage. Mr. Russell noted the brewing process is during business hours, twice a 
week for 2-3 hours so the noise and smell will be limited; the smell can be compared to 
that of a restaurant or bakery and is subject to personal appeal; venting will be out the 
side wall; the spent grains will be stored outside in sealed containers to prevent vermin 
access and picked up the next day by a local farmer to use as livestock feed or 
compost; and there is ample parking available. There was a brief discussion on 
approving a business for a building that has not been built yet.

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Laurie Gale to permit a micro-brewery with a 
special facility license not exceeding 25 persons as a conditional use at 47 Clark Road 
(PID 30275234).

Yea votes recorded from: Counc. Wells, Bill Kean, Laurie Gale, Colin Boyne, Ewen 
Cameron, Tracy Langley, and Craig Pinhey. 

Nay vote recorded from: Counc. Lewis.

CARRIED.

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Tracy Langley to permit a micro-brewery as 
a similar or compatible use within the Central Commercial zone at 47 Clark Road (PID 
30275234).

Yea votes recorded from: Counc. Wells, Bill Kean, Laurie Gale, Colin Boyne, Ewen 
Cameron, Tracy Langley, and Craig Pinhey. 

Nay vote recorded from: Counc. Lewis.

CARRIED.

4.5 47 Clark Road (PID 30275234) Amending Agreement and Variance

Mr. Brodersen on behalf of his company Brodersen Realty requested a development 
permit for the construction of a 5000ft2 commercial building on a lot containing 3 other 
existing commercial buildings. DPDS White noted the Committee at its regular meeting 
on Monday, October 7th, 2013 did grant a variance to Brodersen Realty Ltd. for the 
development of a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road. At the meeting the 
Committee recommended Council schedule a Public Hearing to consider an amending 
agreement with Brodersen Realty Ltd. for the development of a fourth commercial 
building and enhance landscaping. On November 12, 2013 the Public Hearing was held 
and Council expressed concerns regarding landscaping and subsequently tabled the 
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application requesting the applicant amend their proposal. On April 7th, 2014 Mr. 
Brodersen withdrew his application with the intention to resubmit. 

DPDS White explained the process following the resubmission of the application. The 
Committee requested Mr. Brodersen expand on the changes made. Mr. Brodersen 
demonstrated the current and proposed work on the aerial image on screen. He noted 
a 6 foot hedge will be produced to provide a noise buffer; the walkway will be 
constructed once the other paving is underway; and ideally the groundwork is planned 
for the fall while construction will begin in the spring. There was a discussion regarding 
safety and efficient movement of traffic, parking, and consolidating the property. 

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Laurie Gale to table granting a variance to 
Zoning By-law 2-10 permitting a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road (PID 
30275234).

CARRIED.

MOVED by Counc. Wells and seconded by Tracy Langley to recommend that Council 
schedule a Public Hearing to consider an amending agreement with Brodersen Realty 
Ltd. for the development of a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road (PID 
30275234).

CARRIED.

4.6 9 Carriage Way (PID 30228142) Home Occupation (Sales Office)

Mrs. Dou attended the meeting. DPDS White explained the application is for a home 
sales office. The following was noted: there will be a few sample parts in the office; 
polling has not been done; there will not be a lot of traffic; and the business is not 
intensive. Mrs. Dou explained neighbours are aware of the proposed business and no
concerns have been raised. There will be no warehousing or distribution mostly 
outgoing sales calls and visits. 

MOVED by Tracy Langley and seconded by Counc. Lewis to grant as a Conditional Use 
approval to operate a sales office from the residential dwelling located at 9 Carriage 
Way (PID 30228142) subject to Section 5.3 of By-law 2-10 Home Occupation 
Requirements.

CARRIED.

4.7 11 Marr Road (PID 00244608) Rebuild a Non-Conforming Dwelling

Verne Robichaud, Doreen Robichaud, and Jim Fillmore were in attendance. DPDS White 
stated the application is requesting permission to rebuild and enlarge a non-conforming 
dwelling on 11 Marr Road (PID 00244608). DPDS White added the Community Planning 
Act (Section 40 (2) b) states that if a non-conforming building is damaged to the extent 
of at least half of the whole building, the building shall not be repaired or restored or 
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used unless the advisory committee agrees. As Mr. Fillmore’s proposal includes the 
demolition of more than 50% of the existing building the Committee’s approval is 
required in order to rebuild. Mr. Fillmore produced a letter for the Committee stating 
approval of the construction from the Robichaud’s neighbours. Mr. Fillmore added the 
aerial photo on screen was outdated and the yard had undergone a transformation 
including removal of multiple vehicles. There was a brief discussion on the other 
buildings on the property. 

MOVED by Laurie Gale and seconded by Counc. Lewis to grant permission to remove 
the front portion of an existing non-conforming dwelling and rebuild and enlarge the 
residential dwelling on 11 Marr Road (PID 00244608).

CARRIED.

5. DATE OF NEXT MEETING

PAC Meeting Date

Dec. 7th, 2015

Application Deadline

Monday, Nov. 16th

Location

Common Room

6. ADJOURNMENT

MOVED by Laurie Gale and seconded by Tracy Langley to adjourn the meeting.

The meeting was adjourned at 6:40 p.m.

Chairperson Recording Secretary
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RROTHESAY  
MMEMORANDUM 

TO : Mayor and Council
FROM : Recording Secretary Planning Advisory Committee
DATE : 4 November 2015
RE : 59 Gibbon Road subdivision

Please be advised the Planning Advisory Committee passed the following motion at its 
regular meeting on Monday, November 2, 2015:

MOVED …. and seconded …. to recommend that Council accept 
$1,389.96 as cash in lieu of LPP for the proposed vacant LOT 15-2
to be subdivided from 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688).

CARRIED.

RECOMMENDATION:
Council accept $1,389.96 as cash in lieu of land for public purposes for the 
proposed vacant LOT 15-2 to be subdivided from 59 Gibbon Road (PID 
30313688).
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Planning Advisory Committee 
October 5th, 2015 

To:  Chair and Members of the Rothesay Planning Advisory Committee 

From:  Brian L. White, MCIP, RPP 
Director of Planning and Development Services 

Date:  Friday, September 25, 2015 

Subject: 1 Lot Subdivision – 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688) Lot Variance and Cash in Lieu 

Applicant: Gerald R. Roberts, Surveyor Property Owner: James M. Estey; and 
Susan M Estey 

Mailing Address: Kierstead Quigley & Roberts 
Ltd.
16 Fulton Lane
Saint John, NB 
E2H 2W4 

Mailing Address: 59 Gibbon Road 
Rothesay, NB
E2H 1R3

Property Location: 59 Gibbon Road PID: 30313688 
Plan Designation: Low Density Zone: Single Family Residential –

Standard Zone [R1B] 
Application For: Cash in Lieu of Land for Public Purposes 
Input from Other 
Sources: 

Origin:
An application to subdivide 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688) made by Gerry Roberts, on September 15, 2015 on behalf 
of the owner Mr. James Estey.   

Background: 
59 Gibbon Road is a 2,972.16 m2 (31992 sq.ft) lot zoned Single Family Residential – Standard Zone [R1B]. (see 
Attachment A) The proposal to subdivide the property would create one new vacant corner lot (Lot 15-2) with access to 
both Gibbon Road and Bannister Road with the remaining land Lot 15-1 containing an existing single family dwelling, 
pool and accessory structures. (see below)  
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Staff reviewed the Tentative Plan Drawing (see Attachment A) submitted by Mr. Roberts and can confirm that the parent 
Lot 15-1 would meet the required setbacks, building height, lot coverage and all other relevant requirements for a single 
family dwelling in the R1B zone.  However, Lot 15-2 will require a variance to the lot size and frontage and a variance to 
the flankage setback in order to construct a new dwelling. 

Analysis:
Staff reviewed the lot minimum lot dimensions for both proposed lots against the R1B zone requirements and found that 
the new lot requires variances as follows: 

R1B Zone Lot Dimensions LOT 15-2 
New Vacant Lot 

LOT 15-1 
59 Gibbon Road 

Minimum Lot Area:  1350 m2 Proposed Lot Area 1287 m2

Variance of 4.6% 
Proposed Lot Area 1687 m2

Minimum Lot Frontage:  30 m  Frontage 25.99 m 
Variance of 13.36% 

Frontage 30 m 

Minimum Lot Depth:  45 m Side yard lengths  
Greater than 54 m 

Side yard lengths  
Greater than 54 m  

Staff have no objection to the proposed subdivision. 

Land for Public Purposes 
Section 42 (3) g of the Community Planning Act gives Council the discretionary authority to determine what amount of 
money would be accepted as Cash in Lieu of Land for Public Purposes. In lieu of land set aside under Section 5.11,
Council would ordinarily require that 8% of the market value of the proposed new LOT 15-2 be provided to the Town. 
When the subdivision plan is submitted for approval Staff calculate the market value of the new Lot using $13.50 per 
square meter as stated in Schedule C of the By-law 4-10.  

If the applicant disagrees with the Town’s calculation of the land’s market value of $17,374.50 for LOT 15-2 then they 
have the option of retaining, at their cost, a certified, independent appraiser to determine the true market value of the land.

The formula for calculating a cash-in-lieu payment is as follows: 

Value of Land 
per square meter 

Total Area 
of Proposed Lot 15-2

Estimated Value 
of New Lot 

($13.50 x 1287m2)

8% of Estimated Value 
($17,374.50 x 8%) 

$13.50 / m2 1660 m2 $17,374.50 $1,389.96 

The proposed cash in lieu of Land for Public Purposes is $1,389.96 for the proposed vacant LOT 15-2.  

Polling 

The proposed subdivision requires no variance exceeding 25%, no new public street, complies with all other By-law 
requirements and is therefore not subject to polling.  The subdivision request is before PAC as a matter of administrative 
procedure only and for the purpose of assisting Council in compliance with Section 42 (3) g of the Community Planning 
Act that requires Council to determine and accept cash in lieu of LPP. 

                                                           
1 Rothesay Subdivision By-law No. 4-10: Section 5.1 Land For Public Purposes - Amount of Land to be Provided to the Town 
As a condition of approval of a subdivision plan, land in the amount of ten percent (10%) of the area of the subdivision, exclusive of the 
public streets, at such a location as assented to by Council pursuant to the Act, is to be set aside as “Land for Public Purposes” and so 
indicated on the plan. 
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Recommendation: 
It is recommended THAT the Planning Advisory Committee: 

A. Grant variances for reduced frontage of 25.99 m and reduced lot area of 1287 m2 for the proposed vacant LOT 
15-2 to be subdivided from 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688). 

B. Recommend that Council accept $1,389.96 as cash in lieu of LPP for the proposed vacant LOT 15-2 to be 
subdivided from 59 Gibbon Road (PID 30313688). 

Attachments: 
Attachment A  Site Location Map 
Attachment B  Proposed Subdivision Plan 59 Gibbon Road - Tentative Plan Drawing 

 
Report Prepared by: Brian L. White, MCIP, RPP 
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 
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RROTHESAY  
MMEMORANDUM 

TO : Mayor and Council
FROM : Town Clerk Mary Jane Banks
DATE : 4 November 2015
RE : 47 Clark Road Public Hearing

Please be advised the Planning Advisory Committee passed the following motion at its 
regular meeting on Monday, November 2, 2015:

MOVED … and seconded … to recommend that Council schedule a Public 
Hearing to consider an amending agreement with Brodersen Realty Ltd. for 
the development of a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road (PID 
30275234).

CARRIED.

RECOMMENDATION:
Council schedule a Public Hearing, in accordance with the Community Planning
Act, RSNB (1973) chapter C-12 and amendments thereto, for Monday, 
December 14, 2015 at 7:00 p.m., to consider an amending agreement with 
Brodersen Realty Ltd. for the development of a fourth commercial building at 47 
Clark Road (PID 30275234).
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Planning Advisory Committee 
November 2, 2015 

To:  Chair and Members of Rothesay Planning Advisory Committee 

From:  Brian L. White, MCIP, RPP 
Director of Planning and Development Services 

Date:  Tuesday, October 27, 2015 

Subject: 47 Clark Road (PID 30275234) Amending Agreement and Variance 

Applicant: Philip Brodersen Property Owner: Brodersen Realty Ltd. 
Mailing Address: 17 Crosswind Crescent, 

Rothesay, NB
E2E 0P6 

Mailing Address: 17 Crosswind Crescent, 
Rothesay, NB
E2E 0P6 

Property Location: 47 Clark Road PID: 30275234 
Plan Designation: Central Commercial Zone: Central Commercial (CC) 
Application For: Variance (More than One Building on a Lot) – Amending of Development Agreement 
Input from Other 
Sources: Director of Operations

ORIGIN: 
An application from Phil Brodersen, on behalf of his company Brodersen Realty requesting a development permit for the 
construction of an 4000ft2 commercial building on a lot containing 3 other existing commercial buildings. (See Map 1) 

BACKGROUND: 
47 Clark Road is a 6966.66m² (1.7 acre) Central Commercial zoned property located near the intersection of Hampton 
Road and Clark Road.  The Brodersen Realty proposal to construct a 4000ft² = 371.61m² (see Attachment A) would when 
combined with the other 3 existing buildings occupy 24.3% of the 1.72acre lot. The proposed building size, setbacks, and 
by-law requirements would comply with the Zoning By-law requirement with one exception in that “no more than one 
main building may be placed or erected on a lot”.1

The property is also encumbered by two related Development Agreements that were entered into to allow for commercial 
development at 47 Clark Road.  The Agreements (See Attachment B) are were registered in 2008 as document #25706699 
and in 2010 as document #29006807.   

The Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) at its regular meeting on Monday, October 7, 2013 did Grant a Variance to 
Brodersen Realty Ltd. for the development of a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road, identified as PID# 
30275234.  At that same meeting the PAC also recommended that Council schedule a Public Hearing to consider an 
amending agreement with Brodersen Realty Ltd. for the development of a fourth commercial building and enhanced 
landscaping.  On November 12, 2013 Council held a Public Hearing regarding the proposal during which they expressed 
concerns regarding landscaping of the development and subsequently TABLED the application requesting that the 
applicant amend their proposal.  On April 7, 2014 Mr. Brodersen withdrew his application noting that he intends to 
resubmit with plans that address Council’s concerns.  Mr. Brodersen’s revised plan is attached as Attachment A. 

VARIANCE: 
Rothesay’s General Commercial zone includes a clause that allows for “the development of multiple buildings on one 
parcel of land may be permitted where it can be demonstrated that there is an adequate internal circulation system that 
provides for the safe and efficient movement of vehicles and pedestrians on the site.”  Although the property is zoned 
Central Commercial there are several other instances along Hampton Road where multiple commercial buildings occupy 
one parcel of land.  The applicant has not provided background materials or supporting studies to demonstrate that the site 
can provide adequate internal circulation for the safe and efficient movement of vehicles and pedestrians.  Nevertheless, 

                                                           
1 Rothesay Zoning By-law No. 02-10; Section 3. General Provisions; Part 3.1. Buildings Per Lot: In all zones, except as otherwise 
provided in this By-law, no more than one main building may be placed or erected on a lot, and no building or structure may be altered 
to become a second main building on a lot. This section does not apply to property registered under the provisions of the Condominium 
Property Act, R.S.N.B. 1973, c. C-16. 
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Staff have visited the site with the applicant and consulted with the Director of Operations. The result of the Staff review 
is that given the large size of the site and location of the proposed building at the rear of the site no circulation problems 
are anticipated.  If problems do arise with site circulation it would be the applicants responsibility and liability to correct
any deficiencies or issues. 

Also important to note that should site traffic circulation issues arise the existing development agreement obligates the 
applicant to upgrade Alliance Drive to public road standards should the need arise.  Should Alliance Drive be upgraded 
this would provide a second access point to the property that could alleviate potential circulation issues. 

Amending Agreement 
Notwithstanding, PAC’s authority to grant a variance to the Zoning By-law the property in question is encumbered by two 
development agreements.  These agreement represent a form of specific land use control and regulation that must also be 
satisfied and or amended prior to the issuance of a Development Permit.  Should PAC decide to grant the requested 
variance the application would also require a Public Hearing in order to consider amending the Development Agreements. 

Recommendation: 
It is recommended THAT the Planning Advisory Committee: 

A. Grant a variance to Zoning By-law 2-10 permitting a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road (PID 
30275234). 

B. Recommend that Council schedule a public hearing to consider an amending agreement with Brodersen 
Realty Ltd. for the development of a fourth commercial building at 47 Clark Road (PID 30275234).  

 
Report Prepared by: Brian L. White, MCIP, RPP 
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2015 

Attachments: 
Map 1  Location of 47 Clark Road 
Attachment A Proposed Site Plan 
Attachment B Existing Development Agreements (Circa 2008 & 2010) 
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October 2015 Building Permit Report 
Date Property Location

Value of
Construction Building Permit

Fee
Permit 
Number

Nature of 
Construction

2015-2022015/10/02 13 Iona Ave. $25,000.00 $181.25Detached Garage

2015-2032015/10/05 39 Grove Ave. $15,000.00 $108.75Addition to Garage-Truss 
Replacement

2015-2042015/10/15 231 Gondola Point Road $7,200.00 $52.20Windows

2015-2052015/10/15 6 Bel-Air $20,800.00 $150.80Windows

2015-2062015/10/09 61 Gondola Point Road $500.00Garage Demo

2015-2072015/10/05 19 Monaco Drive $25,000.00 $181.25Detached Garage

2015-2082015/10/13 12 Summer Haven Lane $28,000.00 $203.00In Ground Pool

2015-2092015/10/19 22 Paige Street $205,000.00 $1,486.25Single Family

2015-2102015/10/19 57 Bel-Air Ave. $180,000.00 $1,305.00Single Family

2015-2112015/10/19 9 Kildare Court $5,500.00 $39.87Interior Renovations For 
Attached Garage

2015-2122015/10/22 14 Summer Haven $325,000.00 $2,356.25Single Family

2015-2132015/10/23 14 Marr Road $1,500.00 $20.00Electrical Meter Installation

2015-2142015/10/26 81 Longwood Dr. $12,000.00 $87.00Detached Garage

Page 1 of 2
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Date Property Location
Value of 

Construction Building Permit 
Fee

Permit 
Number

Nature of 
Construction

2015-2152015/10/26 70 Park Dr $40,000.00 $290.00Attached Garage Addition

2015-2162015/10/27 395 Gondola Point Rd. $0.00 $500.00Demolition Garage

2015-2172015/10/27 395 Gondola Point Rd. $7,000.00 $50.75Detached Garage

2015-2182015/10/28 10 Master Drive $102,500.00 $102.50Salt Shed Addition

2015-2192015/10/30 122 Park Drive $2,500.00 $20.00Storage Shed

Monthly Total Oct. 2015 **

Steven Nason,CBCO

Building Inspector

Summary for  2015 to Date** $13,996,164.00

$1,002,000.00 $7,634.87

$116,442.72

Monthly Total Oct.. 2014 $513,200.00

$9,894,201.83

Value of 
Construction Building 

Permit Fee

**Excludes Water / Sewage Fees

Summary for  2014 to Date **

$4,418.55

$76,567.58

Page 2 of 2
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ROTHESAY 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

  
TO  : Mayor Bishop & Council 
FROM  : John Jarvie 
DATE  : 5 November 2015 
RE  : Capital Project – Status Report 

The following is a list of 2015 capital projects underway and the current status of each. 

PROJECT BUDGET $ TO 
31/10/15* 

COMMENTS  

Oakville Acres Detention Pond 
$2.0M 62% 

Project substantially complete, formal opening 
event  to be scheduled 

 

Asphalt  Resurfacing 
190,000 96% 

Neil, Wiljac, Alexander & Burnett Domville Lane 
complete 

 

Micro-seal  Resurfacing 140,000 100% Florence, Raymond and Wanda completed.  
French Village Rd resurfacing 310,000 35% Substantially complete  
Curb/gutter/sidewalk - Eriskay 

$0.55M 2% 
Engineering only in 2015 due to condition of 
sewer system 

 

Anna Ave paving 350,000 65% Job complete  
Engineering 2016 streets 60,000 - Recommendation on Agenda  
Cross-walk signals Grove/ 
Church/Golf Club 

140,000 3% 
Equipment ordered; civil work in November  

Recreation equipment 
160,000 81% 

Zamboni ordered for mid-Nov delivery, Dobbin St. 
playground installed, KPark rink house 90%, 

 

Arena Upgrade 25,000 100% Painting, lobby repairs, ammonia system, floor  
Miller Field Building 120,000 11% Quotes received, see Agenda Item.  
Wells Trail $0.67M 38% Trail base in, culverts installed and wooden 

bridges begun, contractor estimate 73% complete 
 

Wells Ballfield $0.67M 40% Field fenced, levelled and seeded with grass 
growing; dog park grading complete 

 

Rothesay Common Upgrade $2.4M 61% 80% complete and on schedule.  
McGuire Centre Site Work 100,000 9% Project scheduled for end of Nov completion.  
James Renforth Water Ext 110,000 31% Project underway, est. completion: mid-Nov.  
Gondola Point water line 310,000 100% Complete  
Transportation Equipment 470,000 22% Skid steer delivered, SUVs  on order, backhoe 

deferred to 2016,  
 

Water Treatment Plant Upgrade $0.7M 89% Changes in plant complete, membranes installed, 
system commissioning and calibration scheduled. 

 

Wellfield Development 250,000 47% Alternative sites being investigated.  
Wastewater Collection Upgrade $7.5M - Engineering RFP pending – expect to be called in 

early December 
 

*Funds paid to this date. 
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A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Pathways to Wellbeing

A Joint Initiative of the Interprovincial Sport and Recreation Council
and the Canadian Parks and Recreation Association
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A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015: Pathways to Wellbeing

January 2015

Également disponible en français sous le titre: Cadre stratégique pour les loisirs au Canada 2015 : Sur la voie, 
du bien-être

Available online at 
lin.ca/national-recreation-framework and www.cpra.ca

For more information, contact the Canadian Parks and Recreation Association
Phone: (613) 523-5315
Email: info@cpra.ca

This paper is a collaborative effort of the provincial and territorial governments (except Quebec), the 
Canadian Parks and Recreation Association and the Provincial/Territorial Parks and Recreation Associations 
(including l’Association québécoise du loisir municipal). 

The authors of this paper would like to acknowledge and thank the many participants in the engagement 
process for their insights and contributions leading up to the development of this document. 

On February 13, 2015 in Prince George, British Columbia, a meeting of the Federal-Provincial-Territorial 
Ministers responsible for Sport, Physical Activity and Recreation took place.  At this meeting, the Framework 
for Recreation in Canada 2015 was endorsed by Provincial and Territorial Ministers (excluding Quebec) and  
supported by the Government of Canada.
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The second part of this paper describes a Framework for Recreation in Canada. The Framework provides a 
new vision, and suggests some common ways of thinking about the renewal of recreation, based on clear goals 
and underlying values and principles.

A Vision for Recreation in Canada
We envision a Canada in which everyone is engaged in meaningful, accessible recreation 
experiences that foster:

• Individual wellbeing 
• Community wellbeing
• The wellbeing of our natural and built environments

Executive Summary
Recreation provides multiple pathways to wellbeing for individuals, communities, and for our built and 
natural environments. This paper and the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 which it describes allows 
for a timely re-visioning of recreation’s capacity for achieving wellbeing.

Recreation has the potential to address challenges and troubling issues such as increases in sedentary living 
and obesity, decreased contact with nature, and inequities that limit recreation opportunities for some 
population groups. 

Doing this requires a clear understanding and commitment to a shared vision, values and goals, as well as 
the development and implementation of action plans. The Framework provides a foundation for reflection, 
discussion and the development of such action plans. 

The first part of the paper presents a renewed definition of recreation and explores the challenges and benefits 
of recreation today. It provides the rationale for investing in an evolved recreation strategy, and describes the 
need for collaboration with other initiatives in a variety of sectors. 

A Renewed Definition of Recreation
Recreation is the experience that results from freely chosen participation in physical, social, 
intellectual, creative and spiritual pursuits that enhance individual and community wellbeing.

Executive Summary
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Although this paper and the Framework it contains is primarily written for and by the recreation and parks 
field, its implementation requires discussion and collaboration with a broad range of stakeholders. Key 
partners for recreation include departments and not-for-profit organizations at all levels, and the private 
sector. These include stakeholders in sport, physical activity, health, urban planning, Aboriginal affairs, 
infrastructure development, rural development, natural resources and conservation, arts and culture, social 
development, tourism, justice, heritage, child development and active aging.

Our opportunity is to identify concrete ways to work together that enable all people in Canada to enjoy 
recreation and outdoor experiences in supportive physical and social environments.

The development of the Framework is a co-led initiative by the provincial and territorial governments (except 
Quebec), the Canadian Parks and Recreation Association and the Provincial/Territorial Parks and Recreation 
Associations (including l’Association québécoise du loisir municipal). It is the result of a comprehensive 
consultation process that began at the 2011 National Recreation Summit.

This document and the Framework it describes is a call to action that invites leaders, practitioners and 
stakeholders in a variety of sectors to collaborate in the pursuit of common priorities, while respecting the 
uniqueness of individuals and communities across Canada.   All provinces and territories (except Quebec) 
intend to implement the measures and recommendations outlined in the framework as they deem appropriate 
to their recreation system.  The Framework presents an opportunity to return to traditional paths and to forge 
new ones that will ensure recreation’s continued relevance and leadership in the journey to wellbeing. The 
time to move forward is now.

The Framework describes five goals and priorities for 
action under each goal. The goals are: 

Goal 1:  Active Living
Foster active living through 
physical recreation.

Goal 2:  Inclusion and Access
Increase inclusion and access to 
recreation for populations that 
face constraints to participation.

Goal 3:  Connecting People 
and Nature
Help people connect to nature 
through recreation.

Goal 4:  Supportive Environments
Ensure the provision of supportive 
physical and social environments 
that encourage participation in 
recreation and build strong, caring 
communities.

Goal 5:  Recreation Capacity
Ensure the continued growth and 
sustainability of the recreation field.

Executive Summary
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Introduction
Recreation fosters the wellbeing of individuals and communities, and of our built and natural environments. 
This paper and the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 that it describes allows for a timely re-visioning 
of recreation’s capacity to foster wellbeing. 

Purpose of this Paper

This paper is designed to guide and stimulate coordinated policies and practices in recreation and related 
jurisdictions in Canada that aim to improve the wellbeing of individuals, communities, and the built and 
natural environments. 

Setting the ContextPart I

Part I: Setting the Context

Recreation Fosters

Wellbeing of Built and 
Natural EnvironmentsCommunity Wellbeing

Individual Wellbeing

Structure of this Paper

The paper is divided into three parts:

Setting the Context provides a renewed definition of recreation, and explores the challenges 
and benefits of recreation today. It provides the rationale for investing in an evolved recreation 
strategy, and describes the need for collaboration and alignment with other sectors. 

Part I 
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Revitalizing Recreation 

Over the past 50 years, recreation and society have changed. Historically, recreation was considered a public 
good, which focused on outreach to vulnerable people, families and communities. In recent times, this 
has often shifted toward an individual-based, facility-focused, user-pay model. At the same time, we are 
witnessing rapid technological, economic, environmental, demographic and social changes. 
This creates an urgent need for recreation to reaffirm historic values, while simultaneously adopting new ways 
of working that meet emerging needs. Underscoring this revitalization is a community development approach 
that empowers people and communities to work together to enhance wellbeing.

Recreation has the potential to address socio-demographic challenges and troubling issues such as increases 
in sedentary behaviour and obesity, decreased contact with nature, threats to the environment, and 
inequities that limit participation. These challenges can become opportunities but addressing them requires a 
commitment to a shared vision, values and goals, as well as the development and implementation of effective 
action plans. The Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 provides a foundation for reflection, discussion 
and the development of such action plans.

Part II 

Part III 

Throughout this document, “recreation” is an umbrella term for recreation and parks, as well as recreational 
activities in physical activity, sport, arts, culture and heritage. When recreation in nature is discussed, the term 
“parks” may be specifically added to acknowledge the lead role of parks services.

While the Framework provides recommendations for all sectors (public, private and not-for-profit), it respects 
and does not override the jurisdiction of each governmental and non-governmental collaborator.

Infographics and Sidebars are used to provide additional evidence or to illustrate promising practices in 
policies and programs. These serve as examples only; the paper does not provide a scan of the many excellent 
initiatives across the country that address the key issues and priorities described in the paper.

A Glossary at the end of this paper helps clarify the meaning of key terms used in the text. Words highlighted 
in red are hyperlinked to the Glossary. The Endnotes section provides document sources, references and links 
to websites that provide additional information. 

A Framework for Recreation in Canada provides a new vision for recreation and suggests some 
common ways of thinking about this renewal, based on underlying values and principles. The 
Framework is a call to action, which invites leaders and stakeholders in a variety of sectors to 
collaborate in the pursuit of five goals and priorities for action. 

Moving Forward provides some ideas for next steps in implementing the Framework for 
Recreation in Canada.

Part I: Setting the Context
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The recreation field has developed capacities that help address needs and achieve positive outcomes in a broad 
range of areas. Working with partners in sectors such as community design, physical activity, public health, 
crime prevention and natural resources, the recreation field has gained experience and skills in helping to 
create inclusive opportunities; develop healthy, engaged citizens; build healthy, active communities; enhance 
leadership; and build and protect spaces that are essential for participation in recreational experiences.1 The 
benefits of recreation are discussed later in this section of the paper and are fully captured in the National 
Benefits Hub.

The Framework is the result of a comprehensive process of renewal that began at the 2011 National Recreation 
Summit.2 It draws on reflections and recommendations from two years of consultations, discussions and 
debate at provincial, territorial and national levels. Throughout these conversations, three key messages 
emerged:

•	 High quality, accessible recreation opportunities are integral to a well-functioning society.
•	 The recreation sector can be a collaborative leader in addressing major issues of the day.
•	 All people and communities deserve equitable access to recreational experiences. Recreation must be 

accessible and welcoming to all.

Understanding Recreation
A Renewed Definition of Recreation

The evolution of the following definition from the one in the National Recreation Statement (1987)3 reflects 
the evolution of recreation in response to changes and challenges in Canadian society.

Recreational experiences include participation in physical activity and sport, and in artistic, cultural, social 
and intellectual activities. Spiritual wellbeing may be enhanced through connecting with nature, helping 
others through volunteering, engaging in artistic expression and other forms of recreational experiences. 
Recreational activities can be structured and unstructured. Many are done with other people while others are 
done alone.

Recreation remains a fundamental human need in all ages and stages of life.4 People participate in recreational 
activities for fun, enjoyment, fitness and health, social interaction, creative expression, a desire to connect 
with nature, relaxation, and to enhance their quality of life. Most people also understand and support the 
beneficial role that recreation plays in community development.
The recreation field contains players from the public, not-for-profit and private sectors. Public recreation is 
the provision of recreation services by governments and non-governmental organizations for the benefit of 
individuals and communities.

A Renewed Definition of Recreation
Recreation is the experience that results from freely chosen participation in physical, social, 
intellectual, creative and spiritual pursuits that enhance individual and community wellbeing.

Part I: Setting the Context
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Who is Involved in Recreation?
The recreation field includes volunteers, paid staff, community groups, educators, researchers, organizations 
and governments that work collectively to enhance individual and community wellbeing through recreation. 
This includes stakeholders and service providers from the not-for-profit, private and public sectors.

Key partners for recreation include government departments and not-for-profit organizations at all levels, 
including those dealing in sport, physical activity, health, urban planning, infrastructure development, rural 
development, Aboriginal affairs, natural resources and conservation, arts and culture, social development, 
tourism, justice, heritage, child development and active aging. Educational institutions and educators are 
important partners in recreation, developing leaders through advanced recreation studies, providing spaces 
and programs in the community, teaching students about recreation, and developing and sharing knowledge.

Implementation of the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 will respect the existing roles and 
responsibilities of federal, provincial/territorial and municipal governments that are described in the National 
Recreation Statement (1987) and other existing governmental agreements addressing specific jurisdictional 
circumstances. 

•	 The provinces and territories have primacy of jurisdiction for recreation, as  they do for health and 
education6 (except on First Nations reserves as defined in federal legislation).

•	 Local government is the primary supplier of direct recreation services. 
•	 The federal government plays a role in matters of national and international concern, and in 

collaboratively developing and supporting policies and funding mechanisms that enable all Canadians to 
participate in recreation.

What Canadians Say About Parks and Recreation 5

Part I: Setting the Context
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Challenges and Opportunities
Recreation has a rich history of enabling wellbeing. The Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 builds 
on the National Recreation Statement (1987) and other existing federal, provincial/ territorial/ and local 
government agreements that respond to the realities of the day and to emerging trends and challenges in 
recreation. To address the critical challenges that lie ahead, the Framework recognizes the existing alignment 
of governmental responsibilities, as defined in the National Recreation Statement and other agreements, and is 
intended to increase intergovernmental collaboration. Drawing on the experiences of the past, the Framework 
looks to the future to find new ways to integrate previous agreements.

The challenge today is to build pathways to wellbeing in the midst of change and emerging issues, and to turn 
challenges into opportunities. Challenges and current trends are often interrelated and include:

Demographic changes. Four key trends provide both challenges and opportunities for recreation.
•	 The aging of the population means that many communities have a declining proportion of children and 

an increasing proportion of older adults. This is particularly evident in rural areas due to the migration 
of young people to urban centres to pursue education and work, and the desire of older people to “age in 
place” if possible.

The Framework recognizes that governing bodies and organizations in Aboriginal communities are 
concerned with the management of matters that directly affect Aboriginal Peoples and their communities. 
These governing bodies may oversee services, policies, programs and infrastructure development in health, 
education, natural resources and conservation, cultural identity and community recreation. 
It also recognizes that spending on public recreation by local governments is significant. For example, in 2008 
local governments in Canada spent $9.189 billion on recreation (12.4% of total expenditures).7

Collaboration between and among all orders and levels of government is essential. According to the National 
Recreation Statement, there is an “expectation that independent provincial and territorial actions will be 
complemented by a commitment to work together on an interprovincial basis to meet mutual needs”.8

The Federal/Provincial/Territorial (F/P/T) Ministers Responsible for Sport, Physical Activity and Recreation 
provide a key platform for collective discussion of this Framework, and for considering action on the goals 
and priorities it describes. Outreach and inclusion of governing bodies and leaders in Aboriginal communities 
is also required.

The large and vibrant not-for-profit/voluntary sector in sport, recreation and nature conservation serves the 
general public, members, and specific population groups in all areas of the country. It has a rich history of 
reaching out to diverse groups who face constraints to participation. The sector employs recreation specialists 
and volunteers play a major role in their operations.

The private sector employs recreation specialists and provides opportunities for recreation and physical 
activity. Increasingly, innovative public-private partnerships in recreation have been shown to support park 
renewal efforts, sponsorship, product and service innovation, cooperative access to facilities, and the delivery 
of tourism products and services.

Part I: Setting the Context
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•	 Canada’s population is increasingly rich in diversity. Two demographic trends are particularly relevant: 
1) since changes in immigration policies in the 1970s, newcomers to Canada come from all areas of the 
world; and 2) the Aboriginal community is younger and growing faster than the general population. These 
populations and other ethnocultural/racial groups enrich our recreational experiences with multiple 
languages, historical context and diverse cultural identities, while challenging recreation to respond to 
their unique needs and strengths.

•	 Rapid urbanization (80% of Canadians now live in cities) 9 means that people have less exposure to the 
healing power of nature. They have increased exposure to the human and environmental stresses that 
accompany urban development, such as high levels of traffic and high-rise housing. Urbanization holds 
many opportunities but also challenges recreation to develop and nurture programs and places and spaces, 
which contribute to a high quality of life, both socially and environmentally. 

•	 At the same time, Canada’s rural and remote areas face particular challenges in recreation due to small 
and decreasing population levels (in most but not all communities), a lack of funds and infrastructure, 
threats to the natural environment and traditional ways of life, increasing pressure on small numbers of 
volunteers to lead in many areas, and challenges related to transportation and distance. 

Challenges to health. Modern lifestyles combined with changes in the social and physical environments have 
precipitated some negative trends in health. These include increases in:

•	 risk behaviours such as sedentary living, and risk factors for disease such as obesity
•	 chronic diseases such as diabetes and heart disease
•	 mental health concerns such as depression and youth suicide.

Addressing Sedentary Behaviour
The Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines 
have been developed to encourage 
children and youth to accumulate at least 
60 minutes of moderate- to vigorous-
intensity physical activity daily. Now, 
these guidelines are complemented by 
evidence-based Sedentary Behaviour 
Guidelines for children and youth. 
These guidelines recommend that for 
health benefits, children and youth limit 
sedentary behaviour (i.e., screen time, 
sedentary transport, prolonged sitting and 
time spent indoors) during their free time 
each day. Guidelines are also provided 
for infants, toddlers and preschoolers at 
www.csep.ca.

Part I: Setting the Context

Economic inequities. While visible minority 
populations face some of the worst effects of Canada’s 
growing economic inequality, this trend affects all 
Canadians. For example, family after-tax income 
inequality rose by 40.9 % between 1995 and 2011, 
with economic gains going primarily to higher-
income families.10 Individuals and families with 
lower incomes typically have fewer opportunities 
for recreational experiences due to costs associated 
with transportation, equipment, some activities and 
facility rental.

Social challenges. Rapid changes associated with 
increasing inequities, persistent unemployment, 
rapid development, the use of social media instead 
of face-to-face interaction, and the loss of traditional 
supports have compounded feelings of isolation 
for many people, and negatively affected civic 
involvement, social connectedness, community 
engagement and social cohesion.
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12 Part I: Setting the Context

New and emerging technologies. The recreation field is challenged to access and keep up with rapidly 
changing technologies, which offer opportunities for innovation, communication, improved efficiency and 
enhanced connections, especially with young people. At the same time, parents and leaders in public health 
and recreation are concerned about the increasing amounts of time people (especially children and youth) 
spend in sedentary and solitary digital pursuits, instead of active recreation and unstructured play. New 
technologies that encourage 24/7 connections have led to reductions in time available to pursue recreational 
experiences, and to challenges in achieving a balanced lifestyle. 

Infrastructure deficit. Most communities in Canada have significant infrastructure deficits.11 These deficits 
include the need to develop walking and cycling routes, facilities, and green spaces in order to meet the 
recreation requirements of growing communities, and to upgrade existing facilities to make them more 
functional and energy efficient. The opportunity for recreation is to contribute to an integrated community 
design and infrastructure planning process that considers what is built, and where it is located in relation to 
where people live and how they move through the community to get there.

At the same time, some communities on reserves and in remote areas still lack basic recreation facilities. 
Communities in the North that have recreation facilities face unique challenges in maintaining them. 
Strengthening the infrastructure for recreation, sport and physical activity is critical to strengthening the 
health, vitality and economies of local communities.

Threats to the natural environment. Failing fish stocks, extreme weather, decreasing biodiversity, new 
destructive species such as the spruce budworm and mountain pine beetle, the loss of green spaces to 
urban sprawl, and the warming of northern regions are all indicators of environmental stresses that directly 
affect the spaces and places where people enjoy recreational experiences. Growing threats to the natural 
environment have made the role of environmental stewardship increasingly important to the recreation field.
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Benefits of Recreation
The evidence on the benefits of recreation and exposure to nature suggest that recreation and parks can 
address existing challenges with policies and practices that:

Enhance mental and physical wellbeing.13 Public recreation and parks services have an important role 
in enhancing physical activity, which in turn, is a critical factor in improved physical and mental health. 
Increased physical activity levels are associated with the presence of trails for walking, hiking and cycling, 
and organized events, including sport competitions and other attractions. For children, the presence of a 
playground within a nearby park is significantly associated with enhanced levels of physical activity. Among 
all ages, recreational experiences involving physical activity facilitate the maintenance of healthy weights, and 
thus a reduction in health care costs. 

Participants in recreation report improvements in mental wellbeing, including increased self-esteem and life 
satisfaction. Recreation provides opportunities for personal growth and development for people of all abilities 
and can be especially helpful to people living with disabilities.

Enhance social wellbeing.14 Participation in recreational experiences is shown to enhance social wellbeing. For 
example, participation in after-school recreation programs provides many developmental opportunities for 
children and youth. For both children and adults, recreation can facilitate and support social relationships−
through clubs, social organizations, participating on a team or making a new friend. Among youth, recreation 
can help decrease anti-social behaviours.

Help build strong families and communities. 13 Recreation can be an important vehicle for promoting family 
cohesion, adaptability and resilience. Culture and recreation help build social capital in the form of arts, 
recreation and parks programs, and community celebrations, such as festivals, parades and block parties. 
Community events help keep neighbours in touch with each other and reinforce relationships that make 
neighbourhoods strong. Participation in cultural and artistic programs has been shown to promote social 
connectedness and social cohesion, and positively influence civic behaviour, mutual caring and voluntarism. 
Recreational activities can help build welcoming communities for people and families from diverse cultures. 

Help people connect with nature15, 16, 17,18 Enhancing opportunities to connect people with nature can result 
in both environmental and human benefits. Natural playgrounds (which incorporate natural elements like 
logs, flowers and trees) stimulate physically active and imaginative play and help children connect with 
nature.  Studies have shown that exposure to the natural environment and green spaces have an independent, 
positive effect on health and health-related behaviours. From lowering blood pressure, to reducing stress 
levels, to supporting children’s cognitive development, nature has a profound ability to support both physical 
and mental health. Nature-based recreation fosters a better understanding and appreciation for all aspects 
of nature. This may be especially important in Aboriginal communities, where fishing, hunting and nature 
conservation are traditional activities.

Recreation and parks has a key role as a steward of natural environments: protecting and interpreting parks, 
trails, waterways and wilderness areas, managing and balancing the needs of natural ecosystems with the 
needs of users, and minimizing any negative impacts resulting from services and programs.

Part I: Setting the Context
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The Economic Case For Investing In Recreation

$3, 773
Amount spent on recreation by 
average Canadian household 
(2012)20

$8.3 Billion
Total amount spent on 
recreational fishing contributed 
to local economies (2010)24

$2.9 Billion
Labour income, jobs created by 
Canada’s parks (2009)22

$134 Million
Amount spent by cyclists using 
Quebec’s Route Verte (2013)21

$14.5 Billion
Amount Canadians spent on nature-
based recreational activities (2012)25

$6.8 Billion
Total health care costs of 
physical inactivity in Canada23

Part I: Setting the Context

Provide economic benefits by investing in recreation. Though economic benefit is not the primary driver for 
recreation service decisions, recreation is an important contributor to community economic development and 
cost reductions in other areas. Spending on recreation creates jobs, fosters tourism, and makes communities 
more attractive places in which to live, learn, work, play and visit. “Upstream” investments in recreation can 
lead to improvements in individual and community wellbeing, which helps to reduce costs in health care, 
social services and justice.19
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Convergence and Collaboration
In recent years, a number of complementary strategies and frameworks have been developed, which address 
interrelated public policy at national, provincial and local levels. These include:

Active Canada 20/20: A Physical Activity Strategy and Change Agenda for Canada (2012) provides a vision 
and a change agenda to describe steps that will increase physical activity and reduce sedentary behaviour, 
thereby reducing health risks and achieving the many benefits of a society that is active and healthy. 
Recreation is identified as an important player in pursuing this agenda.26

The Canadian Sport Policy (CSP, 2012) sets a direction for the period 2012-2022 for all governments, 
institutions and organizations committed to realizing the positive impacts of sport on individuals, 
communities and society. F/P/T Ministers responsible for Sport, Physical Activity and Recreation endorsed 
the policy in June 2012. CSP sets out 5 broad objectives, including “Recreational Sport: Canadians have 
the opportunity to participate in sport for fun, health, social interaction and relaxation”. Participants are 
introduced to the fundamentals of sport through programs delivered primarily by clubs, schools and local 
recreation departments. Participants develop sport-specific skills with an emphasis on fun, a positive attitude, 
healthy human development and remaining active for life.27

Connecting Canadians with Nature. An Investment in the Well-Being of our Citizens was developed by 
the Canadian Parks Council on behalf of the F/P/T Ministers Responsible for Parks. The report synthesizes 
the growing body of evidence demonstrating the benefits of connecting with the natural world. Canada’s 
park leaders endorsed the paper in March 2014 and committed to working with various sectors to support 
experiences in nature that enhance Canadians’ collective health, prosperity, growth and productivity. 
This initiative positions park agencies to adapt to changing societal circumstances and enable increased 
opportunities for recreational experiences in nature.28

The Declaration on Prevention and Promotion, which was adopted by Canada’s F/P/T Ministers of Health 
and of Health Promotion/Healthy Living in 2010, confirms that health and wellbeing is determined by “the 
physical and social conditions that people experience daily in the places where they live, learn, work and play”. 
The declaration calls upon a wide range of people and organizations in communities and across society to help 
create the conditions that reduce risks for poor health and support individuals in adopting healthy lifestyles.29

Healthy Aging in Canada: A New Vision, A Vital Investment30 a policy brief adopted by the F/P/T 
Committee of Officials Responsible for Seniors in 2006, specifically identifies recreation as critical to 
addressing priority areas in healthy aging such as social connectedness, physical activity and age-friendly 
communities.  Canada has been a leader in developing Age-Friendly Communities in communities and cities 
of all sizes, and particularly in rural areas.31

IndigenACTION32 (2010) aims to foster partnerships that will help ensure Indigenous peoples in Canada 
have every opportunity to enhance their lives and their communities through recreation, sport, community 
fitness, and wellness. IndigenACTION, which was adopted by the Chief ’s Assembly, is complementary to the 
Framework for Recreation in Canada described in this paper. There is clear alignment in terms of vision and 
direction; therefore, collaboration and convergence with this strategy is in order. 

Part I: Setting the Context
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While recreation is unique, the Framework described in this document aligns well with all of these strategies. 
The fields of physical activity, sport, recreation, parks, the environment and health all share a common 
mandate to enhance the wellbeing of individuals, communities and the environment. Thus, there is a clear 
need to coordinate these strategies and frameworks, and to collaborate on specific actions and initiatives.

Strategies proposed by the parks, physical activity, sport and health sectors have historically involved the 
recreation sector. For example, recreation is a key delivery agent for sport and provides a variety of supports to 
local sports organizations. These include access to facilities, early skill development and exposure programs, 
ongoing sport play, coordination and communication, enhanced coaching capacity, allocation policies and 
subsidies, joint use agreements, sport hosting and sport tourism.

Similarly, the promotion of physical activity is a key priority for recreation. This includes the provision of 
physical activity programs for all age groups, ranging from active play for preschool children, to teen and 
adult fitness classes, to engaging older adults in ongoing activity. Many communities have worked with 
partners in public health, physical activity, sport and education to develop comprehensive community plans 
for active living. These plans include awareness campaigns, program opportunities and events, initiatives 
aimed specifically at inactive and vulnerable populations, and the development of supportive indoor and 
outdoor environments.

Our challenge and opportunity is to link these unique yet complementary efforts in ways that strengthen each 
sector while leveraging resources, and facilitating outcomes that meet common mandates and goals. This 
requires collaborative action and implementation, ongoing communication, knowledge sharing, common 
measurements, the sharing of resources, and joint efforts in service improvement.

Part I: Setting the Context
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A Framework for 
Recreation in Canada 2015

Part II

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Vision
Everyone engaged in meaningful, accessible recreation experiences, that foster:

Values

Principles of Operation

Goals

Wellbeing of Natural & Built Environments

Inclusion & Equity

Individual Wellbeing

Public Good Lifelong Participation

Outcome-Driven Quality & Relevance Evidence-Based Partnerships Innovation

Community Wellbeing

Sustainability

- Participation
   throughout
   the lifecourse
- Physical literacy
- Play
- Reduce          
   sedentary 
   behaviours

Equitable participation
for all, regardless of
socioeconomic status,
age, culture, race,
Aboriginal status,
gender, ability, sexual 
orientation or 
geographic location

- Natural spaces and         
   places
- Comprehensive      
   system of parks
- Public awareness      
   and education
- Minimize negative      
   impacts

- Provide essential        
   spaces and places
- Use existing          
   structures and spaces  
   for multiple purposes
- Renew infrastructure
- Active transportation
- Partnerships in social
   environment
- Recreation education
- Assessment tools
- Align community      
   initiatives

- Collaborative  
   system
- Career       
   development
- Advanced     
   education
- Capacity      
   development
- Community     
   leadership
- Volunteers
- Knowledge     
   development

Inclusion
& Access

Connecting
People & Nature

Active
Living

Recreation
Capacity

Supportive
Environments

Priorities
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Values and Principles of Operation
Values 
Values are deeply held beliefs that guide the decision-making, management and delivery of policies and 
practices.

Public Good
Through much of the 20th century, public recreation was regarded as a “public good.” The emphasis was 
on accessibility for all, outreach to disadvantaged groups and a belief in the universal benefits to the whole 
community, not just to users. In the 1990s, recreation departments and organizations came under increasing 
pressures for cost recovery and revenue generation, including increases in user fees. The community 
development and outreach functions that were historically part of the mandate of public recreation were often 
quietly marginalized, as the field shifted its focus to meet the demand from that portion of the population 
who could pay. Leaders in recreation have continued to stress the need for equitable recreational experiences 
for all, with a call for the renewed importance of public recreation’s historic mandate of addressing the 
inclusion of vulnerable populations. Quality recreation needs to be available to all, paid for by a combination 
of taxes and flexible user fees, which take into account economic circumstances. This does not mean denying 
services to people who have resources, but that they should not be served to the exclusion of those who face 
constraints to participation.

Active for a Lifetime
Canadian Sport for Life (CS4L) 
is a movement to improve the 
quality of sport and physical 
activity in Canada. It links sport, 
education, recreation and health, 
and aligns community, provincial 
and national programming. 
CS4L’s mission is to improve the 
health, wellness, and sporting 
experiences of all Canadians 
by advancing physical literacy, 
improving performance and 
increasing life-long participation 
in physical activity. 
Source: Canadian Sport for Life: 
canadiansportforlife.ca 

Inclusion and Equity
Inclusion is an organizational practice and goal in which all 
groups and individuals are welcomed and valued. Equity speaks 
to fairness in access to resources, opportunities and experiences.

Sustainability
To deliver quality recreational experiences, recreation requires 
a system that is sustainable, in terms of human resources, 
economics and the environment. Recreation values and stewards 
indoor and outdoor places and spaces in the built and natural 
environments. This requires balancing the needs of natural 
ecosystems with those of users, and providing sustainable 
facilities and services that minimize negative effects on the 
social and natural environments.

Lifelong Participation
Individuals and communities benefit from lifelong participation 
in recreational experiences, from early childhood to old age.

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Vision
We envision a Canada in which everyone is engaged in meaningful, accessible recreation experiences that 
foster:

				•	Individual	wellbeing				•	Community	wellbeing				•	The	wellbeing	of	our	natural	and	built	environments
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Principles of Operation
Principles of operation provide some “rules of the road” in how the field carries out its business.

Outcome Driven
Recreation is outcome-driven. It strives to help individuals and communities attain the outcomes they are 
seeking, such as improved health and wellbeing. It also focuses on indirect benefits to all, such as enhanced 
community cohesion and green environments that will serve generations to come.

Quality and Relevance
Recreation is committed to offering safe recreation experiences of the highest possible quality, while 
addressing the unique needs and capacities of each community, and the economic situation of individuals, 
families and communities.

Evidence-based
Recreation is committed to “fact based” decision-making— getting the best evidence and using it to guide 
policy and practice. Recreation integrates the best available research evidence with practitioner expertise and 
the characteristics, needs, capacities, values and preferences of those who are affected. This requires support 
for the systematic collection and analysis of data, the sharing of information, and the use of both quantitative 
and qualitative research methods, evaluation, and social and economic modeling.

Partnerships and Collaboration
Recreation relies on and nurtures partnerships and collaboration among:
•	 Public, not-for-profit and private providers of recreation and parks experiences
•	 Public and private planners and developers (urban and rural)
•	 All orders and levels of government (local, regional, provincial/territorial, federal and in Aboriginal 

communities)
•	 Multiple sectors and disciplines that influence wellbeing and share common goals, e.g. health, tourism, 

education, arts and culture, nature conservation, etc.
•	 People who care about and influence the wellbeing of individuals, families, communities and our natural 

and built environments, e.g. parents and other family members, elected officials, recreation staff, early 
childhood educators, caregivers, teachers, school boards, coaches and volunteer leaders in community 
programs. 

Innovation. Recreation practitioners value innovation and recognize the benefits of ingenuity, the co-creation 
of new policies or services with people, and the creation and implementation of new ideas in design, program 
concepts, research and learning.

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Quality Assurance Programming
HIGH FIVE® is an example of best practice in quality assurance programming 
for recreation and sport programs for children aged 6-12. HIGH FIVE provides 
a range of training, assessment tools and resources to ensure that organizations 
can deliver the highest quality programs possible. HIGH FIVE ensures leaders, 
coaches, and instructors have the tools and knowledge to nurture a child’s 
mental health and create positive experiences for children. www.highfive.org
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Goals and Priorities for Action
NOTE: The goals and priorities are numbered for ease of discussion and use; however, the ordering does 
not indicate levels of importance or priority. This will be determined by the organizations, communities and 
individuals who are using the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 to guide the development of their 
own  action plans.

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Participation in physical recreation is essential to building healthy, active individuals from infancy to older 
adulthood.

A solid evidence base supports the positive relationship between regular physical activity and healthy aging. 
For older people, participation in active recreation adds vitality and quality to life. It positively affects 
functional capacity, mental health, fitness levels, the prevention and management of chronic diseases and 
disability, and overall wellbeing. Engaging in physical activity with others can help older adults build social 
networks that promote overall health.33

While unstructured play is important for all ages, the evidence suggests it is particularly critical for children 
in today’s society. Over the last few decades, children‘s lives have become increasingly structured and media 
oriented, reducing their time in active unstructured play. This shift has contributed to increasing levels of 
physical inactivity, sedentary behaviour and excess weight in children and youth. 34, 35,36,37 There is a particular 
concern for the missed opportunity of outdoor play, which has been shown to increase a child‘s capacity for 
creativity, problem-solving, and emotional and intellectual development.38

The Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines provide recommendations about the amount of physical activity 
required for health benefits for older adults, adults, and youth and children, including preschoolers, toddlers 
and infants. These are complemented by the Canadian Guidelines for Sedentary Behaviour, which encourage 
children and youth to enjoy incidental movement, active play, active transportation and time outdoors, and 
discourage prolonged periods of sitting. For health benefits, this is good advice for all ages.39 

Individuals and families choose active living over sedentary behaviours when the “active choices are the 
easy choices.” This requires the creation and maintenance of supportive environments for physically active 
recreation in the everyday settings where people live, work, play and learn. See Goal 4 for more discussion and 
priorities related to this.

 Active Living

Foster active living through physical 
recreation.

Goal 1
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The Economic Impact of Increased 
Physical Activity and Reductions in Sedentary Living40

According to an analysis by the Conference Board of Canada (October 2014), small changes in 
physical activity and sedentary living can have substantial benefits. By getting 10% of Canadians 
with suboptimal levels of physical activity to be more active and less sedentary, the incidence 
of chronic conditions would be substantially reduced. With Canadians living healthier, more 
productive lives, GDP could increase by a cumulative $7.5 billion between 2015 and 2040. 
In addition, health care spending on hypertension, heart disease, diabetes and cancer would 
potentially be reduced by $2.6 billion within this same timeframe.

Source: Conference Board of Canada, 2014

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Priorities

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Enable participation in physically active recreational experiences throughout the lifecourse, continuing 
to focus on children and youth but expanding to meet the needs and foster the participation of the 
growing number of older people in Canada.

Incorporate physical literacy in active recreation programs for people of all ages and abilities. Physical 
literacy is recognized as a precondition for lifelong participation in and enjoyment of sport in the 
Canadian Sport Policy 2012.41

Support the child’s right to play, and to participate freely and fully in “age-appropriate recreational 
experiences, cultural life, and artistic and leisure activities”, as outlined in the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child.42 Enhance opportunities for children and youth to play outdoors 
and interact in nature in school, community and neighbourhood settings. Engage parents and provide 
safe, welcoming, low- or no-cost opportunities for families and multiple generations to experience the 
joy of spontaneous active play together.

Inform recreation leaders about the importance of reducing sedentary behaviours, and enable them to 
explore and implement strategies and interventions that address this important public health issue.

After-School Recreation Programs
Ontario’s After School Program is an example of how recreation and community partners are 
working to enhance wellbeing among young people at risk. It provides programming for 21,000 
children and youth, at low or no cost, who participate in fun, safe, supervised activities that focus 
on physical activity (including both recreation and sport), healthy eating/nutrition, personal 
health and wellness, and activities that address cultural identity and local needs. More than 130 
not-for-profit recreational organizations, local governments and First Nations groups deliver 
programming in over 400 sites to at-risk children and youth (grades 1-12) during the hours of 3:00 
p.m. – 6:00 p.m. throughout the school year. (2014). 

For more information, visit www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/sport/afterschool/after_school.shtml
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Acting on Equity and Social Inclusion
In Moncton, New Brunswick, the Parks and Recreation Services Department addresses poverty 
and homelessness within their portfolio of services. A Community Development Officer of 
Social Inclusion facilitates programs and services for disadvantaged citizens in the city. He/she 
liaises with other local programs and community development staff. These efforts encourage a 
coordinated approach to reducing poverty and encouraging social inclusion in the community 
though parks and recreation (2014).

More than any other service, recreation has the ability to reach all citizens, and to bring people together 
in a non-threatening, pleasurable atmosphere. However, a rebalancing of recreation is necessary if it is to 
strategically address the barriers and constraints to participation faced by some people, and to celebrate the 
rich diversity of Canada’s population. 

At its most basic, “diversity” refers to any and all differences between and among people. Acknowledging and 
valuing cultural, ethnic and racial diversity is vital to the prevention of prejudice and discrimination.  At the 
same time, recreation needs to take into account other differences. Some of these are visible, such as variations 
in sex and gender, age, and ability. Others may be invisible, such as sexual orientation, education, hearing, 
religious beliefs, socioeconomic status and mental health concerns that affect wellbeing.

Inclusiveness celebrates diversity as a gift, rather than a deviation from the norm. Inclusive organizations 
value the perspectives and contributions of ALL people, and strive to incorporate the needs and viewpoints of 
diverse communities into all aspects of the organization and their services and programs.

Priorities

Inclusion and Access 

Increase inclusion and access to 
recreation for populations that face 
constraints to participation.

Goal 2

2.1

2.2

Develop and implement strategies and policies, which ensure that no families or individuals in Canada 
are denied access to public recreation opportunities as a result of economic disadvantage.

Enable people of all ages to participate in recreation. Address constraints to participation faced by 
children and youth from disadvantaged families and older adults who are frail and/or isolated.

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015
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2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Build trust and participation through the provision of recreational opportunities and experiences that 
are respectful and appropriate for various ethnocultural groups. Actively engage persons of diverse and 
racialized backgrounds in developing, leading and evaluating recreation and park activities.

Recognize and enable the experience of Aboriginal peoples in recreation with a holistic approach drawn 
from traditional values and culture. Work with Aboriginal communities in pursuit of all five goals 
outlined in the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015.

Enable and encourage women and girls of all backgrounds and circumstances to achieve their potential 
and participate fully in all types of recreation. Address the historical, cultural and social barriers to 
participation experienced by girls and women, and apply a gender equity lens when developing and 
monitoring policies, programs and practices.

Enact policies of nondiscrimination on the basis of gender identity and gender expression. Provide a 
welcoming and safe environment for people with all sexual orientations and sexual identities.

Provide leadership, support, encouragement, information, policies and programs that facilitate 
full participation in recreation by people of all abilities across all settings. Work with persons with 
disabilities and special needs to create inclusive opportunities and build leadership capacity. Ensure that 
recreation environments are accessible, and remove physical and emotional barriers to participation. 

Address the unique challenges and capacities in rural and remote communities. Seek community 
leadership in decision-making regarding the provision of and access to appropriate spaces and places, 
opportunities and experiences in recreation. 

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015
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People have an inherent need to connect with the natural 
world and the recreation field plays a vital role in meeting 
that need. Connecting with nature is associated with 
improved cognitive, mental, and physical health, enhanced 
creativity and positive social behaviours. Communities also 
see economic benefits associated with ecotourism.43

Traditionally, recreation has contributed to this goal through 
the provision and 
stewardship of outdoor places and spaces, and the 
development of enabling policies, programs and services 
related to natural environments. These activities continue to 
be essential components of recreation’s role. 

More recently, the need to increase appreciation of 
and exposure to nature through participation in the 
community design process has become increasingly 
important. Recreation contributes to creating walkable, 
safe, livable communities through the provision of parks, 
trails, waterways, community gardens and landscaped 
areas. Recreation supports policies, which ensure that 
neighbourhoods are designed to maximize opportunities for 
healthy, active living and exposure to nature.

For many people, urban parks may be one of the few 
connections that they experience with the natural world. 
Because of this, urban parks play an essential role in public 
health and wellbeing. Urban parks can serve as restorative 
environments in which individuals have the ability to view 
nature, to be active in nature, to observe plants and gardens, 
and to observe and encounter animals (both pets and 
wildlife).

Connecting People and Nature

Help people connect to 
nature through recreation.

Goal 3 

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

Percentage of Canadians in 2012 
Who:

Spent time in nature

Participated in nature education

Travelled to experience nature

Reduced their ecological 
footprint

Volunteered in nature 
conservation

Most Popular Activities:

Picnics and relaxing in nature

Hiking, climbing, and horseback 
riding

Gardening and landscaping

Fishing

Birding

70%  

53%  

47%  

45%  

13%  

71%  

64%  

41%  

21%  

18%  

Canadians Care About Nature
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Work in partnership with community and provincial/territorial planners and Aboriginal communities 
to provide natural spaces and places in neighborhoods, communities and regions through the retention 
and addition of natural areas, forests, parks, trails and recreational waters (rivers, lakes, canals and 
beaches).

Work collaboratively at all orders and levels of government (local, regional, provincial/territorial, 
federal and with Aboriginal governing bodies) to create and maintain a coordinated, comprehensive 
system of parks and protected areas across Canada that allows year-round access to nature. Share best 
practices and findings in planning, design, management, ecosystem monitoring and public information.

Develop public awareness and education initiatives to increase understanding of the importance of 
nature to wellbeing and child development, the role of recreation in helping people connect to nature 
and the importance of sustainability in parks and recreation.

Ensure that operational policies and practices in parks and recreation limit the use of non-renewable 
resources and minimize negative impacts on the natural environment.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015
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Supportive physical and social environments help people explore their creativity and adopt healthy, active 
lifestyles by making “the healthy choices the easy choices”. They also facilitate community and family 
connectedness, which foster reciprocal caring—taking care of each other, our communities and our natural 
environment.

Some people (especially those who have had limited experiences with quality recreation) are unaware of 
the benefits of recreation and how to get involved. A lack of knowledge about available options and/or fears 
related to safety and entering new environments may limit their decisions about the use of their time outside 
of work or school. 

Environments for recreation encompass many settings, including homes, schools, neighbourhoods, 
community spaces and places, rural places and the natural and built environments. Recreation has a 
leadership role to play in community building in all of these settings. Aligning with other community 
initiatives avoids duplication of efforts and helps to build social networks and voluntarism, as well as 
community norms of trust and cooperation.

Creating supportive environments for recreation has many dimensions including the implementation 
of policies and guidelines, innovative programming, social action, education and funding. All of these 
mechanisms are needed to ensure access to safe and effective spaces and places that are required to deliver a 
comprehensive mix of high quality recreational experiences.

Creating supportive physical environments includes the provision of essential facilities, the effective use of 
existing spaces and places, and addressing the decline of Canada’s recreation and sport infrastructure. It also 
includes the creation and maintenance of built environments that enable people to actively recreate as part of 
their daily activity and as a form of transportation.

Walking, biking, wheeling and skating are modes of active transportation and active recreation. Good walking 
environments and well-designed multipurpose trails encourage walking, cycling and wheeling and enable 
recreational experiences during daily commutes to work, school or other places in the community. Ideally, all 
parts of a well-maintained walking environment are integrated and connected to make it easy for pedestrians 
to move through the community to a variety of destinations. 

Supportive Environments 

Ensure the provision of supportive physical 
and social environments that encourage 
participation in recreation and help to build 
strong, caring communities.

Goal 4 

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015
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4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

Provide recreation facilities and outdoor spaces in under-resourced communities (including on-reserve 
and in remote and rural areas), based on community and/or regional needs and resources.

Work with partners to increase the use of existing structures and spaces for multiple purposes, including 
recreation (e.g. use of schools, churches, vacant land and lots).

Enable communities to renew recreational infrastructure as required and to meet the need for green 
spaces by:

•	 securing dedicated government funding at all levels, as well as partnerships with the private and not-
for-profit sectors for the necessary development, renewal and rehabilitation of facilities and outdoor 
spaces

•	 developing assessment tools and evidence-based guidelines for investing and reinvesting in aging 
recreation infrastructure

•	 developing and adopting innovative renewal strategies that will endure over time, use less energy 
and provide affordable access for all.

Lead and support community efforts and planning processes for active transportation and public transit. 
Participate in the planning and design of communities to encourage the placement of workplaces, 
schools, shops libraries, parks, and sport and recreation facilities in close proximity so that active modes 
of transportation are easier to use. Encourage development and maintenance of active transportation 
routes that connect people to the places they want to go.

Enhance mental and social wellbeing by creating supportive social environments in the settings 
where people live, learn, work and play. This requires strengthened partnerships with schools, social 
service groups, the arts community, law enforcement, transportation and urban planners, community 
organizations and the private sector.

Develop and implement targetted recreation education campaigns that increase knowledge about how 
recreation contributes to enjoyment and quality of life, and help people acquire the skills and attitudes 
they need to plan for making recreation a part of their lives.

Develop a common understanding of community wellbeing through the development and use of 
standardized assessment tools and indices that will help communities assess and measure their status on 
community wellbeing.

Adopt a strategic approach to community building that features alignment and collaboration with other 
community initiatives (e.g. Age-Friendly Communities, Healthy Cities/Communities, Community Food 
Centres).

Priorities

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015
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Canadians Volunteer in 
Recreation and Sport 

(2010)45

Recreation Capacity 

Ensure the continued growth and 
sustainability of the recreation field.

Leaders in recreation include professional staff and volunteers. Both 
need the skills, knowledge and resources required to plan and deliver 
high-quality recreation services, based on specific community needs and 
strengths. 

Volunteers in recreation make an impressive contribution to community 
cohesiveness, Canadian society and the economy. Volunteers need to 
be valued, trained and supported as an essential part of the delivery of 
recreational experiences in every community in Canada.

Leaders in recreation need to work within a connected, vibrant and 
comprehensive delivery system. This system requires ongoing nurturing 
and support to deliver a comprehensive mix of recreational experiences 
and sustain a viable system that Canadians can enjoy for generations to 
come.

The recreation field needs to recruit and inspire new leaders (of all 
ages) who can address emerging trends and have knowledge in a 
variety of areas, such as cultural diversity, emerging technologies, urban 
planning, active transportation and nature conservation. All who work 
in recreation need to acquire and attain the core competencies for 
recreation and the capacity to address changes in the physical and social 
environments that impact recreation.

Recreation provides many young people with opportunities for 
employment and for leadership and career development. For example, 
in 2013, 8.4% of youth (age 15-24) were employed in the Arts, Culture 
and Recreation sector in Canada.46 These young leaders are critically 
important to the recreation workforce both today and in the future. 

To be relevant and outcome-driven, leaders in recreation need timely 
access to emerging technologies as well as current evidence and 
information. A comprehensive knowledge development strategy 
including research, knowledge transfer, and monitoring and evaluation 
would address this need.

Goal 5

3.3 Million
Number of volunteers 
in recreation and sport

400 Million
Number of hours per year 
given by these volunteers

Over 208, 000
Equivalent number 

of full-time jobs
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Academics and governments at all orders and levels undertake research and data collection to analyze 
recreation trends and issues in order to keep recreation policies and programs current and effective. In 
addition to theoretical and conceptual research, applied research projects, which identify promising 
approaches at the community level, are particularly important. The findings of research need to be shared 
broadly (knowledge transfer), with provincial/territorial recreation associations, communities, and other 
stakeholders and partners.

Priorities
Increase collaborative efforts among provincial/territorial governments, local governments, voluntary 
organizations, Aboriginal communities, the private sector and recreation associations to support and 
nurture a vibrant recreation system that serves as the primary means for achieving the vision and goals 
in this Framework.

Implement career awareness, preparation and development strategies to attract and educate new leaders.

Support advanced education in recreation. Use long-term market studies to inform curricula 
development and capture supply and demand needs in the industry.

Develop and implement high-quality training and competency-based capacity development programs 
for organizations and individuals (professionals and volunteers) working in recreation, particularly in 
under-resourced rural and remote areas.

Develop a strategy to enhance community-based leadership in recreation.

Rejuvenate and update volunteer strategies to reflect societal changes and take advantage of community 
and individual capacities. Engage volunteers of all ages and from all walks of life. Make a special effort 
to recruit and support volunteers from a variety of ethnocultural and racialized populations and other 
groups that face constraints to participation. Recognize and support the role of the not-for-profit sector 
in developing and engaging volunteers. 

Support a pan-Canadian, comprehensive knowledge development strategy that increases support for:

•	 recreation research and data collection carried out by universities and colleges, the not-for-profit 
sector, provincial/territorial, local and Aboriginal governments, with special attention to applied 
research at the community level

•	 the national recreation information system so that all those planning and delivering recreation 
services have access to the latest evidence

•	 collaborative efforts among governments, recreation associations and colleges and universities to 
develop new recreation programs and services that meet the evolving and expanding needs within 
communities.

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7
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Developing and Sharing Knowledge
The Leisure information Network (LIN) at www.lin.ca is a national knowledge- based digital forum 
for sharing information on individual and community wellbeing through recreation, parks, and 
active living. The Northern Links web site at www.northernlinks.org is an initiative of LIN that 

Part II: A Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015

supports recreation and sport practitioners and volunteers 
in Canada’s Aboriginal communities (both rural and urban) in 
creating more culturally relevant and engaging programming. 
The National Benefits HUB at http://benefitshub.ca is a 
living resource, which summarizes evidence on the value of 
recreation and parks services. Validation is provided for 49 
outcome statements. LIN and the Benefits HUB are invaluable 
resources for policy development, planning, marketing, 
program/service development and evaluation.
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Embrace the Framework – Share it, Use It, Own It

The reader is encouraged to share this document widely and to talk about the Framework with colleagues, 
partners, policy-makers, community leaders, and others who are interested and involved in recreation. 
All stakeholders can use the Framework to guide decision-making, planning, resource allocation and the 
development of strategies, policies, programs and performance metrics.

Next Steps 

Some actions going forward require strategic thinking, development and coordination at the national 
level. These will require the leadership of the Canadian Parks and Recreation Association (CPRA), 
intergovernmental Federal/Provincial/Territorial (F/P/T) mechanisms and Aboriginal communities. Not-for-
profit organizations, provincial/territorial associations, local/regional governments, the private sector and 
stakeholders in education, health, sport, physical activity and the environment may take on initiatives that 
advance the Framework goals, either alone or in partnership.

Follow-up activities are both short- and long-term, and include action in the following areas:  

Endorsement
The Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 has been endorsed by the Canadian Parks and Recreation 
Association. In early 2015, it will be presented for endorsement by the Provincial/Territorial (P/T) Ministers 
responsible for Sport, Physical Activity and Recreation, and the P/T Recreation and Parks Associations. In the 
longer term, it is hoped that Aboriginal communities and many other stakeholders will support the ideas and 
directions outlined in the Framework. Community leaders, parents, caregivers, and the public will support 
and advocate for full inclusion in recreation as described in this document.

Communication
A first step in implementing the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 is to ensure it is top of mind 
within the recreation system. There are many ways to achieve this, which could include using the Framework 
as a topic for discussion and analysis at staff meetings, conferences and workshops. Building cross-Canada 
awareness and use of the Framework requires an effective national communications plan. Enhanced 
mechanisms for sharing best practices across Canada will inform leaders about concrete ways to address the 
challenges, opportunities and directions provided by the Framework. 
 

Moving ForwardPart III

Part III: Moving Forward

The Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 invites the field to think of its place 
in Canadian society in different ways. With a refreshed definition and vision, and a 
renewed sense of what is important, the Framework presents a rare opportunity to 
take a new path. This path will ensure recreation’s continued relevance as an essential 
contributor to the wellbeing of individuals, communities, and the built and natural 
environments.
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Implementation
It is suggested that the partnership of F/P/T governments, CPRA and the P/T Recreation and Parks 
Associations continue to work on the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 and that these organizations 
take on leadership and coordination roles at the national level. Governments at local, regional and provincial/
territorial levels may use the Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 to develop implementation action 
plans in areas of their jurisdiction. Non-governmental agencies and organizations working in recreation 
may develop action plans to address the goals and priorities identified in the Framework that are relevant 
and important in their communities. Other sectors and stakeholders (e.g. education, physical activity, sport, 
nature conservation, health) are encouraged to consider the relevance of the Framework in their area, how it 
may influence the work of their organizations, and how they might address the goals and priorities identified 
in the Framework. Employers and private sector providers of recreation may consider ways to support the 
ideas and goals described in this document. 

It is recommended that an implementation group be formed. This group would be responsible for collating 
and sharing the action plans of governments and non-governmental organizations and for reporting on 
progress, in collaboration with evaluation efforts underway in sport and physical activity. This group 
would facilitate the development of indicators and metrics, as appropriate, and analyze longer-term pan-
Canadian impacts. Recognizing that they are accountable to their own constituents, individual governments 
and organizations will be responsible for evaluating their own programs and activities and assessing their 
contributions.

Knowledge Development
The Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015 can become an integral part of post-secondary curricula, and 
used to identify research topics and inspire choices for professional development. The Leisure Information 
Network and Northern Links will continue to publish items related to the Framework, and the creation of a 
community-of-practice network could be explored. 

Collaboration
Leaders in recreation will invite conversation about alignment and plans for partnership action with other 
sectors and stakeholders who share a mandate to enhance wellbeing among individuals, communities and in 
our built and natural environments. It is important to identify concrete ways to collaborate with other pan-
Canadian initiatives in areas where visions overlap, strategies converge and resources can be shared (e.g. The 
Canadian Sport Policy 2012, Active Canada 20/20, Connecting Canadians with Nature). Work that is already 
underway will continue (e.g. the collaboration among F/P/T governments, Sport Canada, P/T associations, 
the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and CPRA to inventory and assess the state of sport and recreation 
facilities across the country). 

While there are many steps along the path to an integrated, effective strategy for recreation in Canada, the 
Framework provides a roadmap and a bridge for how to get there. The vision is compelling—a future Canada 
in which everyone is engaged in meaningful, accessible recreation experiences that foster the wellbeing of 
individuals and communities and of our natural and build environments. The time to take action is now. 
Together, we can build pathways to wellbeing for all Canadians.

Part III: Moving Forward
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*Thank you to The Leisure Information Network (LIN) for their help in preparing this Glossary.

Aboriginal Peoples refers to the indigenous inhabitants of Canada when describing the Inuit, First Nations 
(Indians) and Métis people, without regard to their separate origins and identities. 
Source: Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, https://www.itk.ca (accessed September 2014)

Active transportation refers to any form of human-powered transportation, such as walking, cycling, using a 
wheelchair, in-line skating or skateboarding. 
Source: Public Health Agency Canada, www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/hl-mvs/pa-ap/at-ta-eng.php (accessed 
September 2014)

Age-Friendly Communities. In an age-friendly community, the policies, services and structures related to the 
physical and social environment are designed to help older people “age actively”. In 2014, over 400 cities and 
communities in Canada were involved in this global movement. 
Sources: 1) ) www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/seniors-aines/afc-caa-eng.php and 2) afc-hub.ca (accessed September 
2014)
 
Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines and Canadian Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines. 
The Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines (2011) describe the amount and types of physical activity that offer 
substantial health benefits to children (from infancy to age 12), youth, adults and older adults. The Canadian 
Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines provide recommendations to Canadian children and youth on limiting 
sedentary behaviour during discretionary time in order to reduce health risks.
Source: Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, www.csep.ca (accessed September 2014)

Community/communities: a group of individuals who share common interests or characteristics, such as 
demography, geographic location, culture, etc., and who are perceived or who perceive themselves as distinct 
in some respect from the larger society within which it exists. 
Source: Adapted from Dictionary.com 

Community Food Centres provide places where people come together to garden and grow, cook, share and 
advocate for good food. 
Source: cfccanada.ca (accessed September 2014)

Health is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as “a state of complete physical, social and mental 
wellbeing, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion goes 
on to say, “Health is a resource for everyday life, not the object of living. It is a positive concept emphasizing 
social and personal resources as well as physical capabilities.” 
Source: WHO: Constitution 1948 at www.who.int/governance/eb/who_constitution_en.pdf; WHO: Ottawa 
Charter Health Promotion, 1986 at www.who.int/healthpromotion/conferences/previous/ottawa/en (accessed 
September 2014)

Glossary*
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Healthy Cities/Communities create and improve the physical and social environments and community 
resources, which enable people to mutually support each other in performing all the functions of life and 
developing to their maximum potential. Several cities and communities in Canada have adopted Healthy City 
strategies. 
Source: WHO Healthy Settings. www.who.int/healthy_settings/types/cities/en (accessed September 2014)

Knowledge development in recreation is the creation, synthesis, exchange, and application of knowledge to 
strengthen recreation and improve wellbeing. It includes research of all types, monitoring and evaluation, the 
sharing of knowledge (sometimes called knowledge transfer) and program development. 

Natural playgrounds are play environments that blend natural materials and vegetation (e.g. logs, sand, 
boulders, hills, trees and stumps) with varied landforms to provide unique, creative play areas for children. 
They are designed with the intent of helping children connect with nature.
Source: adapted from various sources

National Benefits Hub provides updated evidence for 50 outcomes statements about the benefits of recreation, 
the trends impacting benefits, and emerging promising practices. 
Source: http://benefitshub.ca (accessed September 2014)

Physical literacy is the ability of an individual to move with competence and confidence in a wide variety of 
physical activities in multiple environments that benefit the healthy development of the whole person. 
Source: Canadian Sport policy 2012 and Physical and Health Education Canada, 2010 http://
canadiansporttourism.com/sites/default/files/docs/csp2012_en_lr.pdf (accessed March 2014)

Play is freely chosen and self-directed mental or physical activity that is undertaken for enjoyment and that is 
separate in some way from “real” life. 
Source: Adapted from 1) The Value of Play I: The Definition of Play Gives Insights, by Peter Gray, published 
on Nov 8, 2008 in Freedom to Play, accessed March 2014 at www.psychologytoday.com/blog/freedom-
learn/200811/the-value-play-i-the-definition-play-gives-insights; and 2) Discover Leisure Education, accessed 
March 2014 at www.indiana.edu/~nca/leisureed/play.html 

Recreation is the experience that results from freely chosen participation in physical, social, intellectual, 
creative and spiritual pursuits that enhance individual and community wellbeing. 

The recreation field and system includes stakeholders and providers from the not-for-profit, private and 
public sectors; including volunteers, paid staff, community groups, educators, researchers, organizations and 
governments that work collectively to enhance individual and community wellbeing through recreation. 

Public recreation is the provision of recreation services by governments and non-governmental groups and 
organizations for the benefit of individuals and communities. 

Recreation and sport infrastructure includes the construction, maintenance, repair, operation, and the 
supervision of facilities and outdoor areas. Indoor spaces and places include arenas, community centres 
and halls, indoor pools, cultural centres, senior and youth centres. Outdoor spaces and places include 
parks, playing fields, play-structures, trails, forested areas, outdoor pools, splash pads, pavilions, gardens, 
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waterfronts, marinas, outdoor courts (e.g., tennis, basketball), outdoor rinks and golf courses. 

Recreation education is the process of acquiring the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for positive 
experiences in recreation. Recreation education helps individuals and communities understand opportunities, 
potentials and challenges in recreation; understand the impact of recreation on wellbeing; and gain 
knowledge, skills, and appreciation enabling full participation in recreation experiences. 
Source: Adapted from Leisure education and physical literacy by Brenda Robertson, NRA 2011 National 
Summit, Accessed March 2014 at lin.ca/sites/default/files/attachments/Robertson%20summit%20talk.pdf 

Social environment includes the formal and informal groups and networks to which people belong, the 
neighborhoods in which we live, the organization of the places where we work, worship, learn and play, and 
the policies we create to order our lives. The degree of social cohesion that exists in communities results from 
everyday interactions between people. It is embodied in such structures as civic, cultural and religious groups, 
family membership and informal community networks, and in norms of voluntarism, altruism and trust. The 
stronger these networks and bonds, the more likely it is that members of a community will co-operate for 
mutual benefit. 
Source: Adapted from 1) Yen IH, Syme S. The social environment and health: A discussion of the 
epidemiologic literature. Annual Review of Public Health 1999; 20: 287-308, accessed March 2014 at www.
annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev.publhealth.20.1.287 and 2) WHO Glossary Health Promotion, 
1998, accessed September 2014 at www.who.int/healthpromotion/about/HPG/en 

Social capital: The features of social organization such as social networks, norms and social trust that facilitate 
coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit.
Source: Putnam, R. Social Capital: Measurement and Consequences. Isuma, Canadian Journal of Policy 
Research 2001;2(1):41–51, and Putnam, R. Bowling Alone: America’s Declining Social Capital. Journal of 
Democracy, 1995; 6(1):65-78.

Social cohesion is an ongoing process of developing a community of shared values, shared challenges and 
equal opportunity, based on a sense of trust, hope and reciprocity. 
Source: Adapted from Government of Canada’s Policy Research Sub-Committee on Social Cohesion. Accessed 
March 2014 at www.parl.gc.ca/content/lop/researchpublications/prb0756-e.htm 

Social connectedness: A person’s number of close friends, frequency of interactions with family and friends, 
trust in neighbors, and level of participation in volunteer activities or community events all play a role in 
supporting well-being and can also influence health, both directly and indirectly. Together, these examples 
begin to describe social connectedness - the extent to which people interact with one another, either 
individually or through groups. 
Source: Social Connectedness and Health, Wilder Research 2012. Accessed September 2014 at www.
bcbsmnfoundation.org/system/asset/resource/pdf_file/5/Social_Connectedness_and_Health.pdf 

Spaces and Places. Spaces are areas or expanses deliberately designed for specific processes or purposes, such 
as an urban park or a community garden. Spaces integrate people with nature and with each other, increase 
socialization within and between neighbourhoods and invite increased physical activity. Places are portions 
of those spaces, such as a specific building, structure, or location, e.g., splash pad or skate park within a larger 
park. 
Source: Adapted from various sources 
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Supportive environments for recreation offer safe, enjoyable experiences, and empower people to expand 
their self-reliance, confidence and abilities to participate. They occur where people live (their homes and 
communities) and where they learn, work, worship and play. Supportive physical and social environments 
are structured to support a desired activity, action or outcome. Individuals are provided with encouragement, 
opportunities, access, and resources that enable this activity, action or outcome. 
Source: Adapted from 1) WHO Glossary Health Promotion, 1998 accessed March 2014 at www.who.int/
healthpromotion/about/HPR%20Glossary%201998.pdf?ua=1; and 2) Halton Active Living Bulletin, accessed 
March 2014 at lin.ca/sites/default/files/attachments/Bulletin%203%20-%20Supportive%20Environments.pdf 
and 3) Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute Survey 2008, accessed March 2014 at www.cflri.ca/
media/node/256/files/Bulletin_3.pdf 

Wellbeing. The presence of the highest possible quality of life in its full breadth of expression, focused 
on but not necessarily exclusive to: good living standards, robust health, a sustainable environment, vital 
communities, an educated populace, balanced time use, high levels of democratic participation, and access to 
and participation in recreation and culture. 
Source: Adapted from Canadian Index of Wellbeing, accessed March 2014 at uwaterloo.ca/canadian-index-
wellbeing 

The Framework vision incorporates:
 
•	 Individual wellbeing: Individuals with optimal mental and physical wellbeing, who are engaged and 

contributing members of their families and communities 
•	 Community wellbeing: Communities that are healthy, inclusive, welcoming, resilient and sustainable 
•	 The wellbeing of places and spaces: Natural and built environments that are appreciated, nurtured and 

sustained. 
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This paper is a collaborative effort of the provincial and territorial governments (except Quebec), the 
Canadian Parks and Recreation Association and the Provincial/Territorial Parks and Recreation Associations. 
It was prepared by the National Recreation Framework Working Group. 

Thanks and acknowledgement is given to all those who contributed to the process of 
developing the Framework.
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937 at Rothesay High 
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$600,000 budget 

– 134 public performances 
– 28 creative works 
– Delivered projects to 18 different theatres in New 

Brunswick 
– Opportunities for 175 local theatre practitioners and 

volunteers  
– Largest and most frequent user of Imperial Theatre 
– 135 engagements for theatre professionals   
– Roughly 20,500 attendees – not including attendance 

at collateral events 
– 7000 students reached 
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Over 250K in Corporate, Federal and 
Provincial Investment 

Over $115,000 in provincial investment 
 

- Operational Funding 
 
- Strategic Initiatives Funding 
 
- Summer Festival Support 
 
- Literary Development 
 
- Touring Initiatives 
 
- Workforce Expansion 
  
- Presentation 

 

Over $40,000 Federal Investment 
 
Canadian Heritage 
       BCAH Program 
       CAPF Program 
 
Canada Council 
       Travel Grants 
       Presentation Grants 
 
HRDC 
       Summer Employment 
 
CIC – Multi-cultural funding 
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Education  & Community  
Outreach Impact 

Programs in the following schools on 2014-2015 
Simonds High – Saint John High – St Malachys  Harbourview High School – St 

Stephen High 
Samuel De Champlain – RNS 

KVHS – Rothesay High – Hampton High 
Fredericton High School 

Bernice McNaughton High School 
 

Community Outreach Partners 
Saint John Reads - Sistema NB - Saint John Boys and Girls Cubs 

Tutta Musica  - SJ Jewish Historical Museum 
Crescent Valley Tenants Association - Saint John Free Public Library 

Fog Lit Literary Festival – YMCA Newcomers Program 
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Student performance of The War Bride  
at The Fredericton Playhouse 
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From: Roxanne Fairweather
To: Mary Jane Banks
Subject: Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John
Date: October-15-15 4:44:19 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Good Afternoon,
 
Saint John has a concentration of specific and stubborn literacy issues.
 
Canada, as a whole, is falling behind the OEDC group in adult literacy and New Brunswick is second
 from the bottom in Canada even though our spending on education per child is equal to the
 national average.
 
New Brunswick has 56% of Anglophone adults and 64% Francophone adults reading below level 3,
 the ability to read and comprehend a training manual.  We continue to feed this statistic by failing
 to address poor literacy scores during early childhood.  UNB’s Dr. Doug Willms confirms that first we
 ‘Learn to Read’ and then ‘Read to Learn’ and if children do not read at grade level by the end of
 Grade 2 their future academics and their future employment is extremely jeopardized. Long term
 research indicates that 60% of children who do not read at grade level by Grade 2 mature into
 adults who will rely on some form of social assistance.  Imagine the cost to government, for
 business and the impact on New Brunswick’s economic development.    A skilled and educated
 workforce is absolutely critical to growing the economy of New Brunswick.  
 
I am a Co-Chair of Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John, a committee representing Saint John
 business, Elementary Literacy Friends Inc., the Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative, PALS and
 the local school district. Our mandate summarized is to ensure that the right resources and
 strategies are in place from Kindergarten to Grade 2 to ensure 90% of Grade 2 children are reading
 at grade level.
 
I am requesting an opportunity for us to present to the Mayor and Council the following:
 

·         Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John mandate
·         Report on what we have accomplished
·         Strategies for moving forward

 
Please advise a date and time that would be possible for us to present to the Mayor and Council.
 
Thank you,
Roxanne
 

Roxanne R. Fairweather
Chief Executive Officer – Innovatia Inc.
Office:(506) 640-4188  |   Mobile:(506) 653-7787  |   Toll-Free: (800) 363-3358
Email:roxanne.fairweather@innovatia.net
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www.innovatia.net

Notice of Confidentiality: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. It is intended only for the
 person(s) named above and any unauthorized distribution or disclosure is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please
 notify us and permanently delete this email and any attachments from your system.
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Growing readers…one child at a time 

November 9, 2015 

Town of Rothesay 

  

1 
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Why Achieve Literacy Saint John? 

• According to the TD Report of 2013; 

 

oCanada 

oNew Brunswick 

o Saint John 

 

• Long term research indicates that 60% of children 
who do not read at grade level by Grade 2 mature 
into adults who will rely on some form of social 
assistance.   

2 
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Literacy Summit 

The goals of the summit: 

 

1. Create a deeper community awareness of the 
Literacy issue 

2. Create a call to action  

3. Begin to plan the vision 

3 
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Our Mandate 

Utilize a collaborative approach with community, 
education and other stakeholders, our committee will 

work to ensure that all children in our region, regardless 
of their socio-economical background, are provided 

access to the learning environments and support systems 
required to develop into successful readers. 

 
 

 

*ensure that the right resources and strategies are in place from 
Kindergarten to Grade 2 to ensure 90% of Grade 2 children are reading 

at grade level by 2015-16.  

 
4 
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Goals 
In the near-term, we will: 

• Achieve the Provincial reading standard, in which 90% of 
students score at appropriate or higher levels on the Grade 2 
Literacy Assessment in the 10 priority (achieving below 80%) 
schools in the Saint John region by the end of the 2015/2016 
school year. 

 
In the medium-term, we will: 

• Support continued literacy initiatives in the 10 designated 
schools in the Saint John region for students in Grades 3-5. 
 

• Identify tactics for achieving greater literacy rates for middle and 
high school students, increasing the rate of high school 
graduation in the Saint John region to 90% by 2020, including 
those students who live in low income neighborhoods.  

5 
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Strategies 
• Learn from other jurisdictions on best practices for 

increasing early literacy rates. 

 

• Recruit 100 volunteers to assist Elementary Literacy Inc. 

 

• Lobby all levels of government for an education policy 
priority with specific action items, including: 

o plan with tactics and timelines to reach the target of 90% of 
students reading at grade level at the end of Grade 2 by 2016.   

 

o changing educational policies and systems to better align with the 
literacy realities. 

 
 

 

6 
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Strategies 
 

• Work with and leverage stakeholder organizations to provide 
increased support for teachers and other literacy initiatives. 

 

• Establish metrics and goals for effective measurement and 
implement a quarterly review & reporting policy. 

 

• Hold specific stakeholders accountable, including: 

• Politicians and senior government representatives 

• School District leadership 

• Business community leaders 

 

• Launch a community-wide education and awareness campaign to 
key stakeholders 

 7 
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Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John  
Accomplishments 

• April 8, 2014 1st annual Literacy Summit:  Creating a Collective 
Impact 
• Over 400 people in attendance 
• Mr. Craig Alexander, Sr. VP & Chief Economist for the TD Bank 

Group and author “Canada’s literacy and Numeracy 
Challenges Worsens” 

• Created awareness and a call to action of a critical obstacle to 
Saint John’s path to economic success   

 
• Coordinated volunteers with the individual schools and ELF : 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 

School Year Students Mentored Schools Offering Elf 

2013 – 2014 65 10 

Fall 2014 112 15 

  *Increase of 73% *Increase of 50% 
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Achieve Literacy Greater Saint John 
Accomplishments 

 

• Having conversations about what is working within the school system with 
principals and coordinators to discuss their school results and lessons learned 
 

• Identified grade 1 student's at risk and developed individualized plans to assist 
these students 
 

• Fall of 2014 submitted articles & commentaries to the Telegraph Journal to raise 
awareness, topic included; 

o Importance of literacy  
o Closing the Education Gap 
o Base Education spend on need 
o Progress on continued effort 
o Early literacy needs to be championed 

 
• Created an info-graphic showing issues and opportunities which was widely 

distributed to the Saint John community and the New Brunswick Business Council 
 

• Lobbied all parties during election 
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Committee Members 
Chair  
 
• Roxanne Fairweather – Co-CEO Innovatia 

 
Committee Members: 
• Erin Schryer, Executive Director, Elementary Literacy Inc. 
• Monica Chaperlin, Executive Director, BCAPI 
• Lesley Dickson, Sr. Marketing Communications Specialist - 

Revolution Strategy 
• David Duplisea, CEO, Saint John Region Chamber 
• Deborah Fisher, PALS Coordinator 
• Suzanne Leblanc-Healey, ASD-S, Acting Director of Curriculum 

and Instruction 
 

10 
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Inner City School Results 

11 
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Team Effort with Grade 2 Focus 

• Superintendent 
• Director of Schools for Saint John 
• Subject Coordinator 
• Administrators (Principals & Vice-Principals) 
• Literacy Leads 
• Grade 2 teachers 
• Parents 
• Community School Coordinators 
• Volunteers- PALS, ELF, corporate volunteers, etc. 

12 
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A unique, easy to follow, representation of your 
information delivered as small hyperlinked flowcharts 

• Easy to Follow 

• Just-In-Time information 

• Dependable and current 

“The magic is in the simplicity.” 
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By 2017, 90% of all 
children will achieve 
grade 2 literacy standards.  
By 2020, 90% of all students 
will graduate from high 
school. 
  

NEIGHBOURHOODS 
Transform low-income 
neighbourhoods into 
vibrant mixed income 

communities 

EDUCATION 
Close the education 

achievement gap 

HEALTH 
Improve the health of 

residents through 
neighbourhood-based  

models of care 

EMPLOYMENT 
Education and training 

leads to employment for 
low-income residents 

By 2020, the low-income 
population in one 
neighborhood has been 
reduced by 15%. 

By 2020, every low-income 
neighborhood has a health 
care delivery model which 
demonstrates a return on 
investment  

By 2017,  200 families on 
income assistance attain 
employment 
By 2020, 500 families on 
income assistance attain 
employment. 

L I V I N G SJ – Working together to build a strong, vibrant city 
Collective Leadership – Collective Impact  

 

Priorities and Targets  

EDUCATION   Close the Education Achievement Gap   Result Areas 
 

• Vulnerable families have access to high quality early childhood education and childcare and are 
ready for kindergarten. 

• Every child achieves appropriate Grade 2 literacy levels, the foundation for school success.  
• Every child in a low-income neighbourhood has access to high quality in-school and out-of-school 

programs 12 months of the year to enrich their learning.  
• Every child graduates from high school with appropriate skills for further education and 

employment. 
• Every resident has opportunities for continuing education and training beyond high school  

14 
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Looking to the Future 

• Continue to measure and monitor activities and the impact of 
Achieve Literacy for Children at risk in grade 2 

 
• Assess progress based on provincial results 

 
• Monitor authenticity of all activities over the last year, analyze and 

see what needs to be changed or supported to move forward 
 

• Communicate to the Saint John community in the fall (Chamber, 
ESJ, Rotary, Councils, etc.) to ensure people know who we are and 
the importance of the work we are doing 

 
• Continue to drive volunteer commitment to ELF, PALS, etc. and 

coordinate with ASD-S 
 
 15 
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Looking to the Future 
• Planning a winter event with a keynote speaker to draw attention to 

the collaborative work being done supporting; 
 
1. Primary research – Partnering with ELI, Erin Schryer, PhD 

 
2. Raising funds for other interventions in school system from 

a volunteer perspective – Partnering with the school system 
 

3. Working with parents to increase their literacy scores – 
Partnering with the Learning Exchange 
 

4. Bridging the gap between end of school year and summer 
break – Partnering with school system and ELF 

 

16 
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…2 

ROTHESAY 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

  
TO  : Mayor Bishop & Council 
FROM  : John Jarvie 
DATE  : 6 November 2015 
RE  : Town Hall Renovations 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that the following changes to the Town Hall be endorsed by Council: 
1. add backup power 
2. add power-operated front entrance 
3. improve the reception area 
4. renovate the foyer 
5. re-carpet Town Hall Offices 

at an estimated cost of $207,000. 

Background 

The 2015 general fund budget includes an allocation for renovations to the Town Hall in an 
amount of $315,000. At the present time a tenant for the upstairs of the building has not been 
identified; therefore it would be premature to make renovations to that space until tenant needs 
are clearer. There are some changes that have been suggested by members of Council and by 
staff which would enhance the use of the first floor space and deal with some specific 
deficiencies. In assessing the need for changes the nature and use of the building should be 
kept in mind.  Although the building is public, its general Town usage is to house municipal staff 
functions and regular meetings of Council and its committees. Generally speaking these are 
smaller groups with occasional larger attendance at Council functions when topics are of 
particular interest to a segment of the community.  It has been the practice of the Town to hold 
larger public meetings in a venue with larger capacity. 

Specific improvements 

The following are items, the need for which might be considered immediate as they address 
particular issues which are currently constraining the use of the space. 

Backup power – it is proposed to add a diesel-fired generator which will allow Town functions to 
continue to operate in case of a power outage. This is important to maintain communication with 
the community at large and amongst staff. Backup power will also enable the building to be 
used as an operations centre in case of an emergency. The cost estimate for the acquisition 
and installation of backup power is in the range of $91,000i plus the residual value of the 
existing generator. 

Power assist for the main entrance door – the main door to the building used by the public is 
fairly heavy and sometimes difficult for those with the mobility issues to comfortably enter and 
leave. The cost for a push-button, power-operated set of doors is estimated at $7,000. 

Reception area improvements – with more and more issues related to security it is important 
that the staff to which the public has immediate access be properly equipped to respond to high 
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Council in Committee 2 30/10/15 
Town Hall Improvements   

risk situations. These include the installation of a camera, panic buttons and a barricade to 
control the entrance.  There are also some adjustments to the front desk reception area which 
would lead to greater efficiencies for the staff working there. These include removing the cabinet 
work behind the counter and replacing with furniture to provide more ergonomically appropriate 
work surfaces. The cost of these improvements is estimated at $17,000. 

The carpeting in the Town Hall offices also requires replacement and this is estimated to cost 
$20,000. 

There are some other improvements which, although desirable, could be deferred until the 
potential for a tenant becomes clearer. 

Enlarge first floor washrooms - although tired, the first floor washrooms are adequate in size for 
the current number of Town staff and renters. Since the building does not have a full basement, 
the location of washrooms is constrained. If new, enlarged washrooms were to be added, the 
space currently taken up by the Sayre room would be converted to a suite of women’s 
washrooms, the existing washrooms converted to a larger men’s facility and a new meeting 
room constructed on the south side of the building. Cost estimate for this is $87,000. 

Changes to foyer – since the School District no longer occupies the other portion of the main 
floor, the reception counter is not staffed. This tends to make the foyer less welcoming. Two 
changes to the space are suggested. Removing the interior walls of the offices that overlook the 
stairwell at the second floor level would allow significantly more daylight. Creating a small 
interview room in the space previously used for the School District reception desk would allow 
clients for development services to be assisted more conveniently without being required to 
move to the rear of the building through the corridor network.  The tile in the foyer is damaged 
and cracked in several areas and it is suggested this be replace. The cost for these changes is 
estimated at $37,000. 

Financial Implications 

Although some of the work could be completed in 2015, the majority would take place over the 
winter months and be part of the 2016 budget carryover from the current year. Improvements to 
the wash rooms can budgeted once the use of the total building becomes clearer. 

                                                             
i In the original budget estimates for 2015 there was an allocation of $240,000 for a generator for the Town Hall. 
After further examination and consultation with an electrical engineer it was determined that the existing 
generator at the water treatment plant cannot supply the full electrical load requirements.  However it is adequate 
to meet the load requirement s at the Town Hall.  Therefore it is proposed to relocate the generator from the 
water plant to the Town Hall and purchase a new, larger capacity generator for the plant.  The cost of the new 
generator installed at the water treatment plant is estimated at $173,800.  There is also a generator shown at an 
estimate of $190,000 for the Works Garage.  The latest estimate indicates that with Town staff installing the base 
the amount would be $133,000.  Because the generator being moved to the Town Hall is an asset in the Utility 
Fund, there would be a transfer of the asset charged to the General Fund at a depreciated value of $. 
2015 Budget for 2 generators = $430,000. 
Proposal to upgrade WTP generator and install generators at Town Hall and Works Garage = 

$173,800 
  137,600 
    94,100 

$405,500 
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  TO:  Mayor and Council 
  FROM:  Councillor Alexander 
  DATE:  4 November 2015 
  RE:  A Changing Climate, Aging Infrastructure and Infrastructure Renewal, Tracking 

Residential Flooding and Sewer Back‐Ups, Tips for Preventing / Mitigating Residential 
Flooding and Sewer Back‐Ups, and Requirements for New Developments 

Summary 

Our  climate  is  changing  and  will  continue  to  change.    Under  a  changing  climate,  southern  New 
Brunswick  is experiencing more extreme and variable weather patterns.   In recent years, Rothesay has 
been  hit  by  Tropical  Storms  Hanna  and  Danny,  Post  Tropical  Storm  Arthur,  and  several  intensive 
rainstorms.  More frequent, heavy, and intense precipitation events is our new normal. 

Existing  Town  infrastructure  is  sometimes  overwhelmed  during  these  severe  precipitation  events.  
Cataloguing our existing  infrastructure  in detail and  identifying problem areas  through event  tracking 
may allow us to prioritize infrastructure renewal.  In order to design new infrastructure, we also need to 
better understand the intensity of the precipitation events we are currently experiencing. 

Residents of our community have also  felt  the effect of a changing climate.   Some homes have been 
flooded  and  some  sewers  have  backed‐up  into  homes.    There  are  actions  our  residents  can  take  to 
prevent / mitigate  this  from happening  in  the  future.   The Town can assist our  residents by providing 
them with information for protecting their property and buildings. 

We also need to ensure that climate change adaptation and the management of surface water runoff is 
appropriately  incorporated  within  all  new  developments.    The  implementation  of  surface  water 
management programs at the outset of development may be one method of doing this. 

Motions 

Although much of the information described in this memorandum is being discussed at the Public Works 
and Infrastructure Committee, I felt it appropriate to bring it to apprise Council. 

M1.  Staff to  investigate and report back to Council on the cost of  installing and operating a weather 
monitoring  station  appropriate  for  collecting  data  sufficient  for  measuring  parameters  (e.g., 
temperature, hourly precipitation, wind speed and direction, etc.) necessary for use in the design 
of engineered infrastructure within the Town. 

M2.  Staff to report to Council on what methods are currently  in place to track existing  infrastructure 
assets,  such  as  their  age,  condition,  and  operability,  and  what  information / studies  may  be 
necessary to assist with the ongoing management of the Town’s infrastructure assets. 

M3.  Staff to develop an easy‐to‐use and consistent method for residents to report residential flooding 
and / sewer back‐ups. 

M4.  Staff, together with the Public Works and  Infrastructure Committee, develop a brochure on tips 
for preventing / mitigating residential flooding and a brochure on tips for preventing / mitigating 
residential sewer back‐ups. 

M5.  Staff  investigate  the  requirement  that  stormwater  management  plans  be  implemented  at  the 
outset of construction for all new commercial, institutional, and multi‐residential developments. 
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For those looking for more information on the basis of these motions, additional material is included on 
the next few pages. 

A Changing Climate 

The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines climate change as a change in the state of the 
climate that can be identified (e.g., using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and / or the variability 
of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer and it can be due to 
natural variability or as a result of human activity. 

Historical climate data are available  from Environment Canada  for Saint  John extending back  to 1871.  
Review of  the historical data  (i.e., 145 years)  shows an average  total annual precipitation  increase of 
about 220 mm for the region. 

 

During the  late nineteenth century, the average number of days per year when precipitation exceeded 
40 mm was between 8 and 12.  (Note:  the 40 mm value was selected because it is generally considered 
the amount of precipitation required to saturate the ground to the point where localized flooding may 
occur.)   Today, the average number of days per year when precipitation exceeds 40 mm  is around 35.  
Extreme weather and associated flooding appear to be the new normal. 
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The rise in total annual precipitation and the increases in the frequency and severity of extreme weather 
events, such as hurricanes, post‐tropical storms, and flash storms that are being experienced locally are 
the  result  of  a  changing  climate.    During  the  past  decade  in  Rothesay,  damage  to  property  and 
infrastructure was  reported  during  Tropical  Storm Hanna  on  6 &  7  September  2008,  Tropical  Storm 
Danny on 29 August 2009, Post‐Tropical Storm Arthur on 4 & 5 July 2014, and the two extreme rainfall 
events  in September 2015 (n.b., these are events where disaster relief funding was requested  in many 
New Brunswick communities due to widespread damage). 

Although  considerable  data  are  available  for  total  daily  precipitation  amounts  for  several  locations 
across  New  Brunswick,  rainfall  intensity  data  are  not  available  from  Environment  Canada’s  weather 
monitoring stations.  Data may be available from other weather monitoring stations, such as the one at 
the Point  Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station, but  spatially, precipitation  can be highly  variable.   For 
example, when up to 185 mm of precipitation  fell  in the St. George area on 13 & 14 December 2010, 
only 58.5 mm of precipitation was measured at the Saint John weather monitoring station. 

Anecdotally, the intensity of precipitation during extreme events appears to be more severe now than in 
the  past  and  indications  are  that  extreme  events  will  likely  continue  to  increase  in  the  foreseeable 
future.    Temporal  and  spatial  variations  in  precipitation  intensity  are  extremely  important  in  the 
precipitation‐runoff process, but  the quantity and quality of data available are  lacking  locally.   Hourly 
measurements  of  precipitation  made  within  Rothesay  would  be  valuable  for  developing  intensity, 
duration, and frequency curves, especially in light of the changing climate. 
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M1.  Staff to investigate and report back to Council on the cost of installing and operating a weather 
monitoring  station  appropriate  for  collecting  data  sufficient  for  measuring  parameters  (e.g., 
temperature, hourly precipitation, wind speed and direction, etc.) necessary for use  in the design of 
engineered infrastructure within the Town. 

Aging Infrastructure and Infrastructure Renewal 

Unpredictable  extreme  weather  presents  a  challenge  to  infrastructure.    In  several  instances  within 
Rothesay,  stormwater  management  infrastructure  during  recent  heavy  precipitation  events  was 
overwhelmed.   This  is not unique  to our  community,  region, or Province.    Like many other Canadian 
communities,  some  of  Rothesay’s  infrastructure  has  been  in  place  for  many  years.    When  that 
infrastructure  was  designed,  it  was  likely  done  using  design  standards  that  did  not  contemplate  a 
changing climate. 

Typically,  it  is  intended that  infrastructure will be  in place for extended periods of time.   For example, 
much of the infrastructure built in the next decade will conceivably still be in use by 2040 to 2050.  To 
increase  the  resilience of existing and new  infrastructure, we must plan appropriately  to manage  for 
potential  impacts  as  a  result  of  a  changing  climate.    In  order  to  do  this,  we  need  to  know  what 
infrastructure  is  in place now as part of an overall asset management program.   This will allow us  to 
prioritize key infrastructure renewal. 
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M2.  Staff to report to Council on what methods are currently in place to track existing infrastructure 
assets, such as their age, condition, and operability, and what information / studies may be necessary 
to assist with the ongoing management of the Town’s infrastructure assets. 

Tracking Residential Flooding and Sewer Back‐Ups 

Several letters from residents were included in the 13 October 2015 Council Package regarding flooding 
and sewer back‐ups experienced during the 111.2 mm rainfall event on 30 September 2015, which was 
the  largest  single day precipitation event  to occur  in  the past decade  in  the Greater Saint  John area.  
Unbeknownst to Council and staff, some of these residents had experienced issues previously.  It is likely 
that there was also damage to property and infrastructure within the Town that went unreported during 
that precipitation event and others. 

It would be beneficial for residents to have an advertised mechanism for reporting flooding and sewer 
back‐ups.  The information to report would likely include property address, date of event, type of event 
(i.e.,  flooding  and / or  sewer  back‐up),  and  damage  experienced.    Tracking  this  information  would 
enable  staff  to  identify  areas  where  impacts  were  concentrated  during  specific  events  in  order  to 
identify areas where infrastructure needs to be reviewed and possibly upgraded. 

M3.    Staff  to  develop  an  easy‐to‐use  and  consistent  method  for  residents  to  report  residential 
flooding and / sewer back‐ups. 

Tips for Preventing / Mitigating Residential Flooding and Sewer Back‐Ups 

When water enters residences and outbuildings due to flooding and sewer back‐ups, the damage, which 
can  include cosmetic damage, structural damage, and mold, can be significant and expensive to repair 
and remediate.  Individual property owners within the Town share in the responsibility and protection of 
their land and buildings from flooding and sewer back‐ups. 

There are many ways that individual property owners can play an active role in protecting their property 
from  flooding,  such  as  sloping  ground  away  from  their  foundation,  sealing windows  and  foundation 
cracks, directing water  from downspouts  away  from  their  foundation,  keeping  eaves  troughs  free of 
leaves and debris, ensuring ditches and drainage swales are free of debris, and making sure storm drains 
and catch basins are clear.  Similarly, there are ways to protect against sewer back‐ups, such as installing 
a backflow preventer and a sump pump. 

The Town can play a proactive role in educating property owners on what actions they can take in order 
to ensure their personal safety and reduce damage to their property. 

M4.  Staff, together with the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee, develop a brochure on tips 
for  preventing / mitigating  residential  flooding  and  a  brochure  on  tips  for  preventing / mitigating 
residential sewer back‐ups. 

Requirements for New Development 

Preparing a greenfield  site  for development by  clearing,  levelling,  infilling, and grading  can affect  the 
flow of surface water on  that  land and adjacent properties.   Similarly, surface water  flow can also be 
affected  through the redevelopment of a brownfield site.   Problems, such as  flooding, can arise when 
the flow of surface water is altered. 
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Development  requirements  are  in place  to protect / mitigate potential  effects  from  the  alteration of 
surface water flow once new development is complete; however, complaints are sometimes received by 
staff and / or Council  regarding  the possible alteration of  surface water  flow and associated  flooding 
within the Town when new developments are under construction. 

M5.   Staff  investigate  the  requirement  that  stormwater management plans be  implemented at  the 
outset of construction for all new commercial, institutional, and multi‐residential developments. 
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From: Peter Lewis
To: Mary Jane Banks
Subject: Chatwin Street
Date: November-04-15 6:39:19 AM

Mary Jane: Please add these pictures to the council package. This is Chatwin Street in Rothesay East. I think we
 have to revisit Microseal. Looks to me like its a waste of money. I would like to discuss this Monday Night  thanks.
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